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IieSODIJCTION 
An effective plaiming of economic development programs necessitates a 
complete •understanding of, the nature of underdevelopment and the process of 
transition to•sustained growth. In general a .development plan is designed to 
fit the conditions existing in a country. A development plan involves deci­
sions affecting the allocation of human and non-human resources. Such deci­
sions should be consistent ivith the objectives,'which must be stated clearly 
and as much as possible expressed in measurable terms, of the plan. As the 
plan is put into effect, new information becomes available thereby mal-cing the 
evaluation of the plan feasible. It is of the utmost importance to laiow from 
such evaluation whether progress is being ms.de towards the ultimate goal and 
if not, revision of the plan should appropriately be made. 
The overall goal of an economic development plan is usually defined in 
terms of maximizing the rate of expansion of production while giving due 
weight to people's wishes regarding the choice between more income now and 
more income later and between a higher per capita income and larger families 
(Higgins,/22). Procedures based on cross-section survey data for the evalu­
ation of a development plan consistent with the overall goal are however 
lacking. 
The evaluation of economic development plsjis involves the consideration 
of experimentally non-repetitive and non-reproducible phenomena. However, 
from a general point of view every scientific evaluation can be regarded as 
an activity of production of data «vith the aim of comparing them with those 
resulting from similar previous evaluations. Scientific evaluation, there­
fore, of the economic phenomena of development requires movement closer to 
the concept of experimentation. Such movement implies the search for proce-
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dures aiid methods of evaluation wliich can in some v/ay be regarded as an 
analog of the model for the evaluation of economic growth among economic 
variables. 
There are many basic ideas on v/hich r.iany of the present theoretical 
concepts of economic development are based. There is the idea that the phe­
nomenon of development is identified with different groups living in a given 
area which are subject to all sorts of economic transformations. Tliese 
'various groups, though having in common the property of progressive develop­
ment, themselves exhibit distinct chajracteristic indicators. These indica­
tors may be regarded as "a gauge of the development of all the groups and also 
of the quality of development (Barberi, 2). The feasibility of using these 
characteristic indicators in evaluating the directional progress of develop­
ment programs is therefore in order. 
Scope of the Study 
Statistical methods for the analyses of the phenomena of development 
have, not been given the ssuae amount of attention as those in other fields of 
scientific and econometric research. The methods which have been generally 
used are those whose principal aim is the analysis of economic cycles in 
which the long range aspects are disturbing elements which must be elim­
inated from the course, of res-soning and construction of the models. The 
s.utonomous nature of the theories of economic growth requires that new methods 
for analyzing the phenomena be developed or at least that the methods used 
until now be revised in a practical manner to better direct them to the aims 
of the evaluation of growth phenomena (Barberi, 2) on the bases of available 
data taken from cross-section survey of the economy. 
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Economic growth, theory consists of the analytical studies of various 
groups or sets of relations which are supposed to describe the functioning 
of a subgroup or the whole of an sconoaic system. The econometrics task is 
to estimate the parameters which bind economic variables in a certain statis­
tical relationship. Quite too often estimators are formulated as functions 
of the observations based on a single sample. A single sample considered by 
itself may rather be unlikely and any estimate derived from it may vary 
considerably from the true value- of the parameter being estimated. It is 
evident that it is difficult to find any method of estimation which can be 
guaranteed to give estimates close to the parameters considered. The for­
mulation of the estimators should be such that on the average they will 
yield a high probability of success that is they will yield estimators close 
to the parameters most of the time (Kendall, 27). 
In many, econometric estimations of the parameters of the structure of 
an economy, due recognition has been extended to the fact that statistics 
of most economic variables contain errors of measurements (Johnston, 26). 
These errors arise in many and complex ways so much so that even the adoption 
of the best methods of estimation is ezcpected not to yield any "cureall^ ' 
estimators. There is also the problem of appropriateness of the estimation 
procedures for finite population. The situation seems to be too complicated 
and hopeless. It may well be' that for the evaluation of the phenomena of 
growth a statistical model which yields a superb model for statistical fit­
ting is all that is needed. But for the understanding of economic develop­
ment, there is-something more, something which does refer back, in the last 
resort to the behavior of people and the motives of their conduct (Hicks, 21). 
if 
Nevertheless, the problem y;ill be considered in the spirit of the following 
statement (Klein, 29): 
If econometric results are today nore useful theji ,in the past, 
this is only partly a result of the particulgjc' method of esti­
mation, but much more significantly a product of painst-alcing 
reseai'ch of a fnore pedestrian nature» The building of in­
stitutional reality into a priori-formulations of economic 
relationships and the refinement of basic data colloction have 
contributed much more to the improvement of empirical econo­
metric results thim have more elaboz-ate nethods of statistical 
inference. I lock tcnards improvements in precision of econo­
metric judgzents of the order of 30 percent as a result of a 
better knor/led^ e of the fu;.i.ctionin^ - of the economic institutions, 
through the u^ e of ne"; measurements on variables, and through 
the use of more accurate data. In contrast, I would expect 
marginal improvements of 5 to 10 percent through the use of more 
powerful methods of statistical inference. All routes to improve­
ment must be followed since any gains, no matter how small are 
precious, yet different contributions should be kept in proper 
perspective. The adoption of more powerful methods of mathematical 
statistics is no paziacea. 
k Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this dissertation cazi be split into two aspects, 
namely the statistical aspect and the economic aspect. The statistical 
aspect is concerned with the formulations of linear estimators appropriate 
for the analytic studies of the means of different domains azid the examin-
s.tion of the properties of these estimators. The economic aspect of the 
problem is the examination of these linear models for the puimoses of plan­
ning and, evaluation of development programs based on cross-section surve]/ 
data. 
The statistical asioect of the -problem 
A primary objective of a sample survey is the estimation of the mesais 
and totals of a number of characteristics att3.ched to the units of a popu-
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lation. However, more often than not the data axe also used for what is 
referred to as "analytic study" or "critical analysis" of a survey. Such 
study usually involves the comparisons of neans and totals of certain sub­
groups of the population. Such subgroups have been termed "domains of study" 
by the United Nations Subcommission on Saiapling. The same term hs^ s also been 
used by Yates'(52). 
To fire the idea, a farsi-economio survey may have been planned primarily 
for the purpose of obtaining estimates of different farm characteristics 
such as annual crop production, annual livestock sales, annual fars e:q?end-
itures, etc. for the population from which the sample has been draivn. In a 
subsequent analytic study, hoivever, interest may rest on the compcjrisons of 
some of these items for certain subgroups of the population such as "owner 
operators'- and "tenant operators"; "livestock farms" and ••cashgrain f.arms" 
and "below 100-acre farms'' and "lOO-acre-and-over fs^ rrns-'. Such subgroups 
or ''domains of study" (or simply "domains") ejre usually fairly v;ell-defined 
before the samples are dravm. Hov/ever, often it is not knovm until after 
sampling which of the domains any particular saiiple belongs to (Hartley, 19). 
In general, critical evaluations of the results of a sample survey are 
much more difficult to accomplish than the calculations of estimates and 
their errors in a census-t^ e^ survey. Various factors which make these 
evaluations difficult are discussed in the reviev; of literature. Although 
concomitant relationships between variables have been exploited in the / 
estims.tion of population characteristics based on sample draivn from finite 
population, Hartley (19), pointed out the need for further development of 
the present regression theory before it can be applied to anal^ rtic studies 
of survey data. Hence the statistical aspect of this dissertation. 
The economic aspect of the problem 
Analytic study of the course of economic development and of the economic 
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structure of a country at varying stages of its development is needed if the 
process of economic development -is-to be understood. However, raialytic study 
of economic development ?nd structure is still at the beginning sta~e. Hence, 
the principal task for the econometrician is the laying of a solid foundation 
on which such analjréic study can proceed. 
Scononics of development is basicslly a discipline concerned with measur­
able phenomena .and economic statistics should deal exclusively v;ith them. It 
is therefore natural that the analytic study of economic development and 
structure should if possible be restricted to those aspects of economic 
development and structiire which can be measured directly or indirectly. A 
measure of economic development is real income per '-.cad. Acceptrnce ho-.;ever 
I 
of real income per heed as a measure of economic development is obviously sn 
abbreviation for the -.Thole complex of measurable changes in the economic 
structure v;hich accompany economic development. Complex changes in the eco­
nomic structure must still be studied in detail by supplementary measures 
(Goldsmith, l4). 
The prevalence of poverty even in the most developed countries of the 
world, however, has led to various investigations of lowrincome groups. 
These investigations revèaled that some people are prim:rxily poor as a con­
sequence of the operations of the economic system rather then on account of 
failure or inadequacy of the individuals. Classifications of fsuiiilies by 
economic status, however, will not identify those whose income is "too low" 
or "'inadequate'' since the dividing line between "adequacy"' and "'inadequacy'' 
is not fixed. Adequacy hs.s been measured .crudely by the standard prevailing 
during the period of investigation and if poverty is a position below the 
average, poverty will always exist (Snyder, 4l). 
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A Feasible Approach, of Analytic Studies 
of Sample Gross-Section Data 
The practicability of using sainpling techniques in improving economic 
development prospective has been demonstrated by Savilie (39) in the Italian 
economy, Snyder (4l) has applied the conceptual framev/ork developed under 
; 
Roosevelt Foundation studies on poverty by using cross-section data in 
identifying chronic economic status. These two studies (Saville's and 
Snyder's) may be used in developing means using Gconple cross-section data, 
for analytic studies of the coui'se of economic development and structure of 
a country. 
Sampliiift teclmiques in evaluating economic development 
The technique of domain analysis may provide an orderly method of eval.-
uating the directional progress of economic development plans. Generalizations 
based on past information are sometimes founded at one extreme on a series of 
inclusive aggregates or at the other, on a number of fragmented totals. Depth 
is lost in the former and bias is present in the latter (Saville, 39)» Reli­
ance on national averages of population, income and living stfjidards conce-sls 
the true range of conditions maicing up the average, v;hile dependence on data 
on internal details presents only a single, non-representative aspects of a 
luany sided economy. Instead Saville suggested that the 1-aiovO.edge of the 
v;hole economy may be expanded by a prudent study of a fev; forms. 
In emphasizing the use of sampling technique in improving the perspective 
of economic development Saville added that statistical inference may even 
reveal contrapuntal rather than parallel fluctuations of time series in v.hich 
opposing internal movements have failed to disturb summary vslues. Historical 
and current economic problems may be understood more fully sjnd probable future 
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developments niay be predicted more precisely from a saapls of the internal 
structiire of time series than v/ould be possible from reliance on the study 
of total values alone. 
The selection of criteria and location of implementing information are 
preliminary steps in developing a sample. Ideally specifications zight be 
made to fit the exact requirercents of each neiv problem. Practically, hov;ever, 
this r.iay be neither feasible nor cJltogethcr advisable since the number of 
possible samples is curtailed first by size of the universe and second by the 
scarcity of tine series available for drav/ing the zz:aple. There is also the 
problem that the universe from which the sample may be' selected is restricted 
not only by the paucity of political units in a region or a country but also 
by the frequent need of dividing the universe into several stratified groups 
for. purposive or selective saxnpling. Choice of representative sajuples implies 
the existence of factual information about each element of the universe. The 
I 
I 
selection is further narrov/ed by the limited nuiAer of reliable time series 
units which possess sufficient generality and antiquity to serve as implement­
ing criteria (Saville, 39)» 
In testing the usefulness of sampling te clinique to the study of Itslian 
economic development, si>: statistical measures derived from official reports 
have been used. These si>: measures are alterations in population density, 
increases in the number of readers in adult population, e:ctensions in the road 
system, preference for political parties, dependence of ivorkers on a^ i^riculture 
for emplo^ Tnent snd taxable income from land, buildings said personal property. 
The first measure is of paramount impoz-tsn.ce in shaping the national economy; 
the third is a rough measure of accomplishment of public expenditure; the 
fourth, gives a measurable indications of the voters' reaction to their 
I 
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environaant and the last reflects the shifting focus of industrial activity 
and general economic change. ' 
Identifying the economic status of farm fainilies  ^
In spite of the rapid industrial expansion and the rise in national 
incorae and standards of living throughout the V.'estern v;orld the prevalence 
of pbverty continues to exist in the 20th century, This continuous existence 
of poverty has led to nirnerous studies of low income groups. 'The studies 
brought about a general recognition of the fact that some people are poor 
primarily as a result of the operations of the economic system rather than 
because of any individual failure or inadequacy (Snyder, 4l). 
Snyder also added that a frequency distribution of the popule.tion by 
economic status would be extremely helpful in determining public policy, in 
evaluating current welfare programs and in assessing current unmet needs. 
Eowever available empirical data on faiaily income do not permit a direct 
measure of economic status since none of the comprehensive field surveys 
I 
obtained income histories of identical families for more than two successive 
years. 
Besides, it is generally recognized that the incomes,of individuals and 
families in a particular jesx may deviate considerably from the averages over 
a number of years. The distribution of one year includes individuals with 
incomes below their average in the lower part of the income rsnge szid indi­
viduals with incomes above their average in the•higher income brackets 
(Brady, 4). 
Identification of families whose long term (as well as current) incomes 
lie below the budget line could not be achieved by direct measurement because 
the data were limited to a one-year period. So Snyder used loiown relation­
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ships Detween current family income and expenditures for consumption goods 
and services. Analyses of family expenditures in relo.tion to income have 
shoym that subsistence levels can be identified and described by certain 
expenditure patterns. On the average, fsjuilies v/ith cuStoms.rily low incomes 
(that is v;ith low economic status) apparently .do not incur .substantial debts; 
those who do not save represent r.ia.inly the older group. Low-inconie-status 
families spend a substantial portion of income on the basic essentials, food 
and housing, while families v/hose economic resources permit an adequate level ' 
of living display a higher and more diversified spending pattern and are more 
prone to go into debt (Snyder, 4l). 
Various criteria can be used in splitting the income distribution into 
two groups namely, low-income-status and adequ2,te-income-status. In the 
Roosevelt Foundation study, if one or more of the following criteria was 
satisfied, it was accepted as an indication ths.t the economic status of the 
individual family or single consumer was adequate although current income was 
1 
below the budget line; 
1. Home equipment and furnishings expenditures .above 10 percent of 
current income 
2. Purchase of a car 
5. Combined food and housing expenditures above current income 
4. Purchase of a home 
In this study, however, the first of the aforementioned criteria will 
be used and some modifications of the third. On the basis of the data avail­
able, suitable modifications of the third aforementioned criterion are house­
hold operation expenditures including farm shs.re for electricity, telephone, 
coal, wood, oil, bottled gas and city ge.s, if any, and food purchases, and 
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household expenditure excluding the farm share of the aforementioned items 
plus food purchases end the vsJ-ue of food produced for consumption. Both 
these modified sums of expenditures were considered greater than the current 
net farm income. 
Sources and Description of the Data 
and Variables Considered 
Sources and description of the data 
In Spring, 1961 a survey of household and fsr-m expenditures and sales by 
persons living in rural Iowa was conducted by the Statistical laboratory for 
the Iowa College-Community Research Center, The objective of the survey ivas 
to study the economic impact of household and farm expenditures and sales on 
toT/ns of vsjrious sizes and distances and to gain insight into the probable 
effects oti these types of communities of the continued decrease in the rural 
populs.tion of lovv'a. 
In order to achieve a broad representative territorial, distribution of 
the farms in the ssjnple, the sample v;as allocated to the counties in Iowa in 
proportion to the total number of farms in eac?a county according to the 1959 
Census of Agriculture, One dot in the Master Scjnple Hap was designated as 
the ssjapling unit. This was done on the assumption that the shopping patterns 
of any group of farms located close together are the same. Within each county 
the segments were dravm with replacement. Thus the sample was self-weighting 
with a uniform sampling rate. 
For the purpose of the study under report a subsample was drawn at 
, 
random from 1:he 196I survey of household and farm expenditures. The overall 
sampling design of I96I survey was assumed to be a simple random sample. 
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Population values, hov/ever, were taken from the U.S. Census of Agri­
culture: 1959 Report Vol. I Counties Part I6. Iowa (48). 
Definition of variables considered (All items refer to I96O); 
Net farm incoae (Y) is what is left of the gross farm income after 
talcing into account the production expenses and wear and tear- on buildings, 
equipment and machinery before payment of income taxes and living expenses. 
Ho.? sales includes sale of brood sows azid gilts, slaughter hogs 
and boars. 
Crop sales (x,^ ) includes sale of corn (including sealed), corn for seed, 
oats, soybeans, barley, grain sorghum, wheat, other grains, hay, seed for 
ha,y or pasture, silage eaad other forage. 
Total farm sstles (x^ ) is the siun of sales of crops and livestock and 
livestock product sales. 
Money borrowed includes those secured by real estate, secured by chattels, 
secured by insurance, personal loans and other loans. 
Total acres on farm (x.j ) is total farm sise in terms of acres. 
Food p'uirchased is the total amount spent on all types of food. 
Food produced is the value of food produced and used at home. 
House furnishings azid equipment includes expenditure on large equipment 
such as refrigerator; other equipment such as vacuum cleaner; furniture; 
household textiles, draperies; table glasswares, dishes; tsjc on personal 
property (exclude farm, land and building) and gifts of any of these items 
to persons outside the household. 
Household operations includes cost of electricity; telephone, coal, wood, 
oil, gas; rentals on freezer locker, etc; water, Tfater softening services and 
supplies; wages for household help; laundromat services; cost of moving, 
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repair costs and cleaning costs of T.V., rugs, etc. 
Personal care refers to expenses on personal care itenis such, as soaps, 
toothpastes etc. and personzJ. cars services such as beauty shop ezoense and 
barber shop e:cpense. 
Recreation means e^ cpenses on movies; adaission costs on sports, concerts, 
plays; camera and film costs; expenses on toys; gacie licenses, cost of game 
equipment; pets and pet csre expenses; dues to social organizations ond clubs, 
hobby equipment and gifts of any of above to somebody outside of the house­
hold, 
Education refers to reading, education, college tuition, caid expenses. 
Non-farm income refers to income from practice of a profession or trade 
other than farming, rental from real estate or from roomers and bosz-ders, etc. 
14 
3EVIZ.V OF LITSIÎATIJHE 
Sample' surveys of economic variables may be grouped, iizto two broad 
categories, narciely, enumerative and ,analytic surveys « Snumerative surveys 
are those which are conducted for the p'urpose of assessment or enumeration, of 
quantitative or qualitative characteristics of the whole or previously defined 
subdivisions of the population (Yates, 52 and Deming, 8), while the primaz^ "-
concern of analytic surveys is on the relationships betiveen characteristics 
of different domains. 
Factors v:hich malce the critical evaluations of economic survey data 
difficult may be grouped into three general classes, namely; the nature of 
the data and the population from which they come, the bases and purposes of 
analyses and the unlcnovm numbers of the population subgroups in which the 
observations belong. 
On the Nature of the Data and the 
Population from I'Jhich They Come 
Morgan and Sonquist ($6) listed seven factors which have to be taken into 
consideration in the critical evaluation of survey results. These ajre a,wide 
variety of responses from persons interviewed, indirect measurement of varia­
bles of interes,t, both independent and dependent variables are subject to 
errors, complexity of the sampling techniques used, presence of intercor-
relations among explanatory vsr-iables, presence of interactions among explan­
atory variables and existence of logical priorities and chains of causal 
relationships in the population from which the data were dravm. 
The problem of multi-factors is met by exajnining the intercorrelations 
between variables or by combining variables according to some arbitrary 
criteria. The latter procedure may yield no correlation if the variables 
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coabined are producing compensatory effects. The use of arbitrary scales is 
resorted to if classifications az'e used instead of continuous variables. 
The use of dummy variables, which is a simple method of introducing into a 
regression analysis information contained in variables that are not conven­
tionally measured in a numerical scale, is gaining v/ide application (Suits, 4]$). 
Multivariate techniques are used to tsi-;e care of the int ere or relations 
among predictors. Kish (28) believes that the clustering and stre^ tification 
of the sample becomes less and less important the more complex and more multi­
variate the analysis becomes. 
Host of the methods used in dealing with interaction effects require 
building them in somehow -without laiowinj how many cases there are for which 
each interaction effect would be relevant. One way is by rerunning the analy­
sis for some subgroups of the population. Another is by restricting the total 
number of predictors; that is the use of cell means as basic data and use an 
analysis of variance teclmique in looking into the interaction effects, ahen 
the interaction effects are e:ctremely important, the analysis of covariqaice is 
the technique used. 
The problem of logical priorities in the data and chains of causation can 
be handled either by restricting the analysis to one level or by using se­
quential ans-lysis. 
On the Bases and Purposes of the Analysis 
In many fields of social science, the theoretical constructs in most 
theories are not measured- directly. The analytical technique to be applied is 
of course affected by this indirect measurement of the theoretical constructs. 
Morgan and Sonquist (jS) suggested a general process of analysis in the 
form of a series of decision rules in handling the problem connected with the 
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theoretical constructs of the theory., The process involves finding partitions 
of the observations into all feasible divisions or subgroups v/Iiich will yield 
the largest reduction in the unexplained sum of squares. 
On the Problem I'/hen Both Variables 
Are Subject to Errors 
A method suggested in solving the problem of estisating p in the function­
al relation situation when both variables are -observed with errors is the nethod 
cf grouping, "he method to be used should yield unbiased estimators. 'However, 
the variance of estimators based on grouped observations can never be smaller 
than those estimators based on ungrouped observations. 
Fisher stated that grouping causes a loss of inforrr.ation that is by group­
ing we sacrifice the Icnowledge of the ezact size of the saizple observations 
with the e^ q^ ectation that we will be compensated by an easier collection of 
data. So that the phase relationships (cycle) will net disturb the groupings, 
Ggeô-debaeh (15) showed that the group width aust net be greater than. 2IT. 
.IVillians (51) obtained an optimum group size of 5 by minimizing the v-jriance 
y 
of the estimators based on grouped samples. Frais and Aitchison (>8) using a 
homoscedastic regression model showed that the method of grouping to be chosen 
is one in which the sum of squares v/ithin groups is minimized. They also 
showed that T,'hatever method of grouping is used the resulting estimators are 
unbiased. 
For the estimate of the gradient jS given by 
b = ^ '^i^ i whereZ w. = 0,y w.x. >^ 0 
and the w. are constants, chosen in such a way tha.t they are independent of 
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the errors, ;?alcl (49) suggeztei a class of ss timet es obtained by taking 
, ; v ^ .  =  - 1  f o r  i = l , 2 , . . ,  
in il 
v{. = -!-l for i=^ +l, ^ +2,..n 
v;hen n is even. 
île also shousd that the value of b obtained in this manner is a consist­
ent estii'jiator of ^  provided that the partition of the observations into 
groups can be carried out independently of the errors and provided the limit 
inferior of - (X -}-X +. ,X ) - (X +X +...X ) is positive. If the errors 
n 1 2 n n - n ^  n 
2 2""' 2"^  
in the (X_. ordered in magnitude) are snail enough so that pcrtitioning the 
observations according to the magnitudes of the yields the sarze tv;o groups 
as obtained by partitioning the observations accoz'ding to the 'magnitudes of 
the X^ , the first condition is satisfied. The second condition merely guaraji-
tees the expecta.tion of the denominator does not vanish (Dorff, 9)« 
Later Nair and Shrivastava (37) and then Bartlott (3), independently 
showed that a higher efficiency could be obtained by a split into three groups, 
that is the v;. take the value 
^ I 
v;^ = -1 for i=l,2,..,S 
= 0 for i=|+l,=+2j..P j J) 3 
= 1 for i=p4.1,^ +2,...n 
(assumes n divisible by 3)« : 
Nair and Shrivastava (37) also suggested that the tv;o extreme groups be 
used for location but Bartlett pointed out that it is more advantageous to use 
the point (y,x) thus the regression equation is simply , 
7i= y + ÙJl 
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where y. is the ith dependent observation; y,y_. are the overall ssxiple riean 
 ^ J 
and the saniple se,an of the jth group respectively of the dependent vsz'i-.'ble; 
X. is the ith independent obcervaticn, are ohe overall sample mean and 
i J 
the sample mean of the jth o^ oup respectively of the independent variable. 
I ~ • ! ' • 
These '..Titers also shov/ed th.At the efficiency of this estimator relative to 
the least squares estimator is slivays greater than S/9. 
Gibson and Jov;ett (11,12) considered the cptiiTium selection of numbers in 
each group for various distributions cn.d derive optimum properties for several 
of these distributions. The results obtained are as follows: normal, 1:2:1, 
rectangular, 1:1:1; bell-shaped, 3:4:3; end skew tc the left, 4:5:2. 
Housner end Erenn.an (24) cJid Durbin (10) observed that using the "/eights, 
T;^ =i-i, core efficient estiinatois than any of the foregcinj; are obtained. 
Other nethods such as.the use of in^ truinontal variables, Berkson's :::ethod, 
coriponcnt of v.sr"i.ance approach are discussed by Durbin (10), Johnston (26) and 
Madsjisky (32). 
On Estimation of Pajrariieters Based on Scoiiples 
DraViTL frorà Finite Populations ' 
The subgroups, v/ith which analytic studies ars concerned, are usually 
fairly well-defined. However, it v/ill be I-oaown only after sampling ivhich of 
the subgroups any particular unit belongs to, .Thus, the number of sampled 
units falling into each dor;i?.in is itself a random vcz'iable. This indicates 
that the domains v'ith v/hich analytic studies are concerned are normally not 
represented in the sample in some prescribed fijced sajziple proportions. Be­
sides, the number of units in each domain is not Iaaov;n and the population 
from ;7hich the samples are dr-a^ vn is finite (Hartley, 19). 
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The vforkins re,^ ressioa slope theory 
The use of an a priori determineti value of the grcidient ^  lias been 
termed the -joi-king regression slope theory by Hartley (l8). This theory 
holds for both finite and infinite populc.tions. Ko assumption whatever is 
made of a linear model. The model is sinply 
yg = y + B (X-x). 
v;here y^  is an unbiased esti:;îator of the population mean Y; y is the ssutiple 
mean of the dependent variables, y's; 3 is the predetermined value of the 
gradient ^  ; and X and x are the population and sample neans respectively of 
the independent variables, :c's. The variance formula for the estimator y^  is 
/ -I  ^
given by 
1-f 
Var (%) = (S^  -25/7 8 S +3"S^  ) 
B y r y X X 
where f=^ ; ^  is the population correlation coefficient betv;een z and y; 
2 2 S ,S and S are the variances and standard errors of y and z, respect-y y z z 
ively. 
Working re^ -ression slope estimators in analytic studies 
For a simple random sample of size n Jayatillalce (25) gave the working 
regression slope estinis.tor of the domain mean as 
' -'i -
Y. - 3.x. 




t.. erv- y . '^ z. —^  and u.. is a count variable; Y. is the sample mean 
g J  ^ 01 J 
j ' j 
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of the y's for the jth domain; is the predetermined value of the gradient 
for the jth domain and 5c. and X. are the sample and population means of the 
G 3 -
x's respectively for the jth domain; and Y_. is the estimated total of the y's 
/\ A 
X. the estimated total of the x's and U, the total count variable, all for th 
3 C 
jth domain. The variance of this estitiator is 
Var (?.,) . .2 
' n î:-i SB 
J 
=!iere 2 
V- t%i-vv - "j - W 
and v;ith a proportional bias of less than or equal to: 
j- (N-n) (N-I'L) N.."] 
 ^ nCn-1) 
He also gave two estimators of the domain tot a].; 
I 
IT., l-aiovni (-/here N_. is the total nuitfoer of units in the jth domain): 
J 0 
rl.., urJcaoivn: 
 ^ A A _ ' 
''j.' "^ 3 -
and the variances are 
Var (T^g) = N^j Var 
7ar (T. ) = y - ; [N (K.-l) q 2 -h N. (N-N.) Y ] 
n (N-1) L  ^ jB :  ^
respectively. Yjg is a biased estijnator of wMle ^ ^ unbiased 
estimator of Y.. 
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Theoretical development of sone finite population regression estimators 
Mickey (35) presented a simple method of constructing s. class of ratio-
and regression type estiinators which are unbiased for random sampling without 
replacement from a finite population. He considered a sample in which the 
elements are dra.v.Ti one at a time, so tliat the sample is an ordered set, the 
order bein^  tlmt of the order of the drav;. The ordered set of n observations 
was denoted by 2,^  , l-««n and<^ (^S<<) represent the functions of these ob­
servations. Also Y () , X^ . (<<), y (oC) and (\) (i=l-^ 2,...p) denote the 
sums and means of the y^  and respectively in the first ci elements. The 




oC(K-n) • "0 ' 1 
- ^ y(<) - y - k a, (z<\ ) [%.(%) - x_.l j 
H L i=l 2. 
IV. 
(n-®^ )]
here and are the sample and population means respectively of the x's, 
which is an unbiased estimator of y, population mean of the y's. 
If t is the average of k te^  estimators that is 
ffC =2. 
then the estimated variance is 
s^ (t) = —L_— £ [t -1]\ 
k (k-1) =1 
where t (*"., _ ) (j=l,2,...k) are mutually uncorrelated. 
J 3"^ -^  
Williams (51) on' the other heâid, considered à random sample of n units 
dravm from a finite population of size N. The sample was divided into two 
I 
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equal groups. Each -unit has a characteristic ,x,.^ ) (k=l,2) according as 
to whether the unit comes from the first half or the second half of the sample. 




[ y - '^ 2 (x-x)J 
'A + °2"2 + V °2 ==j 
n 2 2 
where y is overall sample •nean of the y's; b,., is the least square estimators 
for the kth half of the sample; x and X are the overall sample and population 
means of the x's and x, , is the ssjnple means of the x's of the kth haZLf the 
sample. 
The vsz-iance of this estiraator is given by 
feCT,) = 'ta(J) + _ x)J 4. 7ar[^  
-?Cov|^ y, _2 - 2Cov^ y, — 
b b_  ^
-:-2CovJ— Cx^ -X), — (Xg-X)] . 
An unbiased estimator of Var (1^ ) is simply 
var (î^ ) = -VV2 
w. •here y^  is the sample mean of the y's for the kth half. Williams also gave 
a generalization of the above procedure to the k 2 groups. 
Grouped regression estimators in analytic studies  ^
Jayatillake (25) obtained the following unbiased estimator of the domain 
mean; 
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-  ? )  
J 
n 2 2. n' -I 
2 
N y. .+b_. N X. 
ii_2i (X a.) 
"j  ^ "j" " • 
MZkL I 
IL 2 n n 
where K is the total population size 
N_. is the size of the jth domain 
n is the sample size 
j_. is sample total of the y's for the jth domain 
J 
)Zj are the popula'tion and sample totals respectively of the x's for 
the jth domain 
is the total of the x's for the kth half of the jth domain, k=l,2 
Xj is the population mean of the x's for the jth/domain 
\o- ' 
is tile total of the y's for the kth half of the jth domain, k=l,2,. 






However, the above estimate ass-uizies IL is i-oioiïn. The estimator of the domain 
i-iean v;hen l'y is not known arrived at by Jayatillalce is as follows: 
N 
= iU" '2j 
n 2 IT n 
!I 2 n 
y is the sample total of the y's 
n. is the sample size of the jth domain, and all other terms have already 
J 
been defined. 
The estimated variemce of . is given as follows; 
y K .+b rX - x. -i 
where t^  . = — +  ^j —^ 1 
V, ? L TJ r. -1 
-.-2 
 ^hfzs * ; y 
- 2 
j n^  
-23^  covCt^ ., j 
2N ^  p yZ . (E^ j-rngj)-2 1 
= ' " ( sN.i ' + rZ.L 4 
n. —> 
- 2y. cov(t 
J a J 
n 
n , 




11 4 m L ni n -:• -n, L n: IT 
. ; s. !2i r!2i. i]. i !li r 5i. iil 
4 n L n N ^  4 m *" m n 
the absolute bir.s in 2^ . is 
Ibiac in 2^ .^ I ^  
cL3 4 t  




I bias in 2^ .. | II p n^ -," r (N-n) (Ii-N_.) -} 
— I Vor I I  ^I 
- N. L n •* L nli. (IÎ-1) J 2% (%-!  
THE STUDY - • 
Development of General 2egression Procedures 
for the Estimation of Domain i-!ean 
For many estimation problems in sample surveys it is sufficient to 
devise from the samples unbiased estimators of the population parameters. 
Biased estiznators, however, are acceptable provided they are consistent and 
in comparison with the available unbiased estimators ira y be proved to be more 
precise, ils a working rule Cochran (5) stated that the effect of bias on the 
accuracy of an estiiiiate is negligible if the bias is less than 1/10 of the ' 
standard deviation of the estimate. 
A class of relatively simple estimators can be devised as linear func­
tions of the sample elements and involves no stronger assumptions than finite' 
ness of the first-and-second-order moments of the components of the sample 
(iïillis, 50). The tendency however in sample survey theory of estimation is 
tovfard the utilisation of estimating techniques which are independent of the 
form of the distributions of the random variables under study. This is due 
to the following reasons : only vague knowledge of the actual distribution is 
usually available and the sample sizes in surveys are quite often adequate 
for statement of inferences based on limiting distributions Cliorvitz, 2$). 
In finite sampling theory, information collected on a concomitant 
variate is often used to create more precise estimators of population psjra-
meters. A general class of estimators designed to utilize this supplementary 
information includes ratio and regression estimators. In anaJLytic studies, 
the question arises as to which estimators should be used in estimating the 
domain means when sample surveys provide data for concomitant variables. 
3atio estimators are easily adapted to the estimation of domain means. These 
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estimators, however, are lil^ ely to be effective only if the scales of both 
variables can be so chosen that the population line will intersect near the 
origin (Hartley, iS). '• 
Although^  the validity of a regression model based on maximum lilielihood_ 
principles and on the assumption of linear relations will often be in doubt, 
i 
the use of regression estimation may still result in gain of precision. 
Nevertheless, the theory is still inappropriate and requires considerable 
development before it can be applied to finite population. Besides there are 
also the problems of constant residual variance about the regression line and 
the assumption of infinite population (Hartley, 19). An approach v;hich does 
not demand that the regression in the population is linear has been discussed 
by Cochran (5) but the results hold only in large samples. 
One feature of the growth of econometrics is the emergence of a large 
body of theory v;Iiich discusses hov; to mai-ce good estimates of the parameters 
of an economic system from the data. Host of these estimation methods assume 
the functional form of the frequency distribution followed by the data collect­
ed in a survey, is Icnoivn and the method of estimation is carefully geared to 
this type of distribution. Preference, however, should be given to the meth­
ods- of estimation which mal-;e only a limited number of assumptions on the 
frequency distribution. This is reasonable since the type of distribution 
may change from one item to another (Cochran, 5)* A large amount of inform­
ation collected in farm-economic surveys will exhibit this type of behavior. 
The degree of symmetry or asymmetry is ez-cpected to vary from sample to sample. 
It seems desirable to formulate ratio and regression type estimators on the 
assumption the sample is drawn from a finite population and the data contain 
errors of observation* , 
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and. 
later v;ill be investigated as to biasedness, efficiency and consistency. 
These estimators v;ill be defined as follows: 
1. Ratio estimator 
2. Hazcimum likelihood regression estimators 
V; . -b . (x--X) 
• i • w' ] 
c . -b . -X) 
J. Cj 
'"•I . , 
Ij.L 
3» Working slope regression estimator 
w. -B (x-X) w, . _ 
-r. Grouped regression estiiiiators 
b T b  ^
— ilCLr— 
v;_. —-TT-UC. -A, 
y _ vi *„ ë ë ^ I — 
Ij.G - - °cl(%_-X) ^ c2 (:"c-X) 
fj. 2 2 
I^j.G 
5. Conditional expectation estimator 
s, s. j • o • 
The logic behind this formulation of., ratio and regression tj'pe estimators 
is that the possibility of the number falling in each sub-group is a linear 
function of the independent variable. 
The aforementioned properties of these estimators will be exaninad under 
varying conditions of information availability on the domain. The situation 
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where the mean, total value and domain number are not knoivn will be referred 
to as no information available while if any one of these domain parameters is 
known the situation will be termed as partial.information available. The 
situation when all three are known will not be considered in this dissertation. 
The following variables will be defined as follows: 
^i if the ith unit is in the jth domain 
0 otherwise 
^i if the ith unit is in the jth domain 
0 otherwise 
if the ith unit is in the jth domain 
otherwise 
The case situation to be considered first,is one where no information is 
available on the domain that is 
Situation: No information available on domain 
Number Mean Total 
Domain * * * 
Overall 
domain N x X 
* Not available 
In other words the population values of the total number of elements, the 
mean and the total of the independent variables, x, are known, A simple 
random sample of size n is assumed taken. 
Ratio estimator 
Consider the ratio estimator of the domain mean 
w. 
7- -o = (j = 1,2,...,k) 
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where 
w .  = 5  w . . / n  a n d  c .  =  §  c . . / n  
]. f-2^ J. f-_, i=l 
The approximate variance of this estimator, derived following 
general procedure given in the appendix, is given by 
E?(w. ) V(w\ ) V(cL ) 2Cov(w. ,c. ) 
J* J' JL 
f(5. ) Lf(w. ) Ac. ) E(w. )E(c. ) . 
J » J * J « J « J» 
where V means Variance of 
V(w. ) = 
1-f 1 r N 
n N-1 
N 
2 ^ w 
I  ^ii - 11 
L i=l . N 
1-f 1 
V(c. ) = — 
n N-1 




1-f 1 rN 





Combining these variances and covariances will yield the following 
2 n' 
1-f 1 E^(w ) 
g) = 2— 
n N-1 E^(c. ) 
3 • 
X / 
i=l 1 S(w. ) E(c. ) 
] * J * 
which is unbiasedly estimated by 
1-f 1 w2 
Jj 
n N-1 c^ 
J • 
IN • r W..-W. 
I 
i=i w-: 




• J. J. 
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v(w ) v(c. ) 2cov(w. ,c. ) 
J* + J * _ J • -T* 





. 1-f 1 
v(c ) = — 
J • 




n 1 2 -, 
cov(w. ,c. ) = 
n n-1 
are the sample estimates of the aforementioned variances and covariance, 
V(c. ) can also be given in the following form: 
3 • 
.2 T 1-f 1 







i 3  
N 
and the corresponding estimator 
1-f N 
v( c. ) = — — 
^* n-1 n^ 
x - ^  
n 
n. 
that is N. is estimated by N. 
] n 
The bias, following the procedure given by Goodman and Hartley (15), 
of the estimator y. „ is: 
CovCy g.c ) 
Bias in y. _ = - = 0 
E(c. ) 
Maximum likelihood regression estimator 
The theory of estimation has provided different methods for estimating 
certain population parameters by means of a set of sample values. The most 
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important'of these methods of estimation from a theoretical point of view is 
tliat of the maximum lilcelihood. It possesses desirable properties such as 
consistency and' asymptotic efficiency. liowever it also requires a knowledge 
of the functional form of the frequency distribution of the population sampled 
( C r a m e r ,  6 ) .  




b . = n 'n 
v;j ~ ) (>: -X)/ ^  (x.-X) 
i=l 3 J' - / i=l -
-.2 • 
c^j  ^Cc..-c. ) (x.-X)/"è- (x.-X)^  
i=l J- / i=l -
. n 
5 = è. x./n 
1=1 -
that is b . and b . are estimators of the Dopulaticn parameters 3 . and 3 ., 
W3 C] - w] cj 
respectively. 
Following the same procedure as before, the approximate variance formuls 
is given by 




. 1-f 1 
n E-1 1=1 31 J' w: 





1=1 31 J CI 1=1 
L-f 1 ?î 
n Ii-1 1=1 L J ' "u 1 J 
or 
) 
- (=.-X) - B^ .(Cj.-C.^ ) 
(x.-X) + B .B .(x.-X)^ 7 i W3 cj 1 J 
which together yield the following form of V(y ) 
12 «L 
vcy. ). if J_ r I 
n N-1 [ i=ll.s(5, . ,) S(5, . _)-> 
K 3, -a 
- £ (x -X) I V/.1 
N 
•f 2B^ . 1 (w_-W. ) (x,-X) 
cj 3» 
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The corresponding estimator is 
±J «Xi -1-0 «Il 
n _ f b . b . y 
i=l  ^ 1%% .- cL. , 
Ij.L °lj.l 
C ^ - — 
•jb • £. -w ) (x.-X) 
L ^  t-T_  ^ J *  ^
 ^ X (c^ .-c ) (x -X)\l 
2.=1 "'J 
For comparative purposes, hov^ ever, the following form will be used 
-2,- VCw. ) V(c. ) 
Jj 
13-
— v®f % + c^.i 
Ij.L' 
[ 3 . ) L wo 
3ov(c. ,2) +3 . Cov(v. 
J» . c] 0 
and the corresponding estimator 
vCy. 
 ^Ij.L '• Ij.L " Ij.l 
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. I^j.L 
2 . n 
covCc..^ ,x) + b^ j cov(;7.^ ,x)^  
The bias of the estimator y . is 
Id «Il 
Bias in y- . T 
-L] •ij 
lias in y, . , I ^  ' 
'Ij L' % Ij'L lj'% Jh 
/Bias in 72.1,1^  -
The proportional bias is I Bias in ^ l.i,L /  ^ ^^ Ij.I? 
 ^1 
1 
where both V(c. ) and V(x) are of the order n . 3  •  
The bias exaained in terms of covariance can also be shown to be of the 
order n 
Corf . °1J.L ) i ibiiL f 
°lj.L 
37 
r- GovCw . ,c , ) VCc . ) 
J- ] 
eCci^.^L^ 
7 ( x ) {  2çi_&i__^  
lj.I/ 
3^ . Cov(5.,,S) ^  3^ . CovG.^ ,x) -, 
-l / 
The corrssponciin^  estraa^ or xs 
gov 
'13 .L 
(r , •), "in.L r_ n!i, 
"* °li.L 'ij.L °--- ' 
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ij.i 
v(x) I 2""^   ^'â + IsLZâ 
I^j.L '"ij.L 
a_j 





Working slope regression estimator 
Suppose advanced estimates of 3^  ^and 'jould be obtained, the working 
slope regression estimator of the domain mean is 
Yn. Ij.B 
17 . —3 (x—X) 
= .1" 





The approximate variance of this estimator is 
Ij.B'  ^' Ij.B' " ' Ij.B' 
vmere 
'"•hiJ '—— - Z3=(Cji-Cj.) 
+ B ^  
c 
(x^ -X)^ ] 
®ct"oi-^ 3.5 'V® - ki-:) 
(^ =1 c.-X)2j ] 
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vvliich together give the following 
-J'S a N_1 E-CS^j^g) I i=l 
c .. —C . "J K _ 3 
+ 1 (x.-D-f—%. 
S(5_, i=l ^ 4(7;,, ,) 3(5 ;Y 
2 B,, n 
s(c,_. p) • S(\v . 
< 1J.2 
The estimator of 7(y^ _. is given by 
1-f 1 -2 
_L fi 




C..-C.-I n _ 3 3 7 
- ? (V» {r^ ^^3 
°lj.B ^Ij.B ^Ij.B 
n 
2 1. (c -c. ) (x.-X) 










\ - V/ 
l^j.B 




zooyg. ,c_. ) ,  b 
— — V ( ? . ) { —  
2Covgv. ,x) r B 3 -, 
2 2 Y 
3(°lj.B) 
2Cot(c. w) ^  B B 
éL iZ. f—£ Z Il 
_•) Efc. . _•) Efi_ . B) J j 
the corresponding estimator is given by 
° Ij.B Ij.s  ^Ij.B 
Wj.B^ (Clj.B^ *lj.B ^Ij.B 
^ A- .  A-^ 
*lj.B °lj.B 
acovCc ,.w) ^  3^  B,^   ^1 
^Ij.B , ^IJ.B *lj.B 
The bias of the estimator y_ . „ is 1].B. 
Bias in 5,. 3 = °°^'^1.B'°lj.B> 
4l 
iBias In .Ç 
1 
E(ci^ ^^ ) 
,P. 
since'  ^^ 
•" i.e 
The proportions! bias is 
Isi^  in ^ l.i.B I  ^^ 
= r(l-f)^ V(c, ) - 2E Cov(S . ,x) + 3 ' V(5c)j] 
 ^  ^ J * c 3». c 
which is of the order n hence takes a decreasing value as n is increasing, 
Likewise in terms of the covariance, it can be readily seen that the 
"X bicis is of the order n . 
/ *1.1.3 S • \ - " U-S' [ ''"^ "l.T.B'°l.i 
, !M] 
3(5 _) rCovCc ,v". ) V(c ) 
-1-J ••" I J • ] * EC^ ^ C^  
E(5 ) I s(5 
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-Kî) {3! "c 
B Cov(c. ,x) 2B Cot(c . ,x) ~1 
_ _Z isJ  ^ iJ 
BCGlj.Ep 
The corresponding estimator is 
±i2 
°lj.B ^Ij.B *lj.B °lj.3 
COT 
, 3 ^ 3 B 1 
- v(x)| --2 2-^] 
I^j.B I^j.B 
3 covCv;. ,x) +3 cov(c. ,x) 
_c .1. w À* 
*ïj.B 
23 covCc. ,x) -] 
+ —i^J 
°lj.B 
Grouped regression estimator 
The estimator of the doraain mean under this tj^ e of estimators is 
y =_^ = Ilia 
T^i.G be. bc_ -
-X) °lj.G 
where 




iV% / D/2 p 
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(1=1,2 , l=l,2..n/2) 
rx/2 _ / V2 _ p 
v(i . «\1.G5 
L .. J Xj •u* 
2 ,^5 
.G'^ li.s^  1 
(=14.%) J 
• Ij.U 
where the variances and covariancs will be given in the follovnais form 
(Williams, 51): 
E(b^  ) 
V(v.'^  = yG ) + V(x ) 
2* jx 
+ 7(2,; + cotCS^.^^) 
• ^ Cov(w^ ,x^ ) — Cov(w^ ,x^ ) 
BCb^  ) 3(b2 ) 
V(c ) = v(5 ) + ^ v(x-) + — v(5L ) 
G * £|_ ^ £j_ ^ 
E(b -b ) 
4 
- Cov(c^ ,x^ ) 
hk 
CovCw^  . ^,c . = CovCw. ,c_. ) CovCS ,x ) 
JL3*^  3 • o • p  ^
CovCw ,x_) - —^  CovCc ,x ) 
2 - 2 
--2â-. Cov(c_ CotCÎL ,%L) 
2 J- J- 2|, X £. 
b _ b ,b ^  
+ cov(2, ,5J + y(5J 
4 -  ^ 4  ^
+ ^zAà. y(5^ ) 
vvliiciL together v/ill give the folloiving: 
_. r V(vf_. ) Y(c^ . ) 
v.(y,. J = iâi£[!Si2. 
'C^  . n) L -• 
JL 
^ (Clj.s) ^ ^^ °lj.G^  
±2  ^ v(u[5^ 
 ^ Vol 
•i 
. 5 k  y.2^ _ \ 
(°lj.G) 
 ^ /- - w2^  cl°c2^  cl v;2+°wl c2 \ 
+ CovCx^  ,x ) j — + —= \ 
(^ Ij.G^  (Clj.G^  
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- Cov(v{ [• + S(bci) 











ifS^ Cc, , J 
'Ij.G' 
] 
With, the variances of w . ^  aiid c^ .. ^  put in the following form 
•i-3 • ^ -^ 0 
= =ij.\ - %/j2. 
^^ 1^3.3) " °lj. C- " °31.°32. 
. / V2 
1= 
'jl., = f:, "jil/n -=1'2 
_, n/2 
=ji. = 
then the VCj . „) nay be written as 
X3»u 
2cov(7/. ,c. ) 
3 • J » ri 
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 ^ - =nl.=12 I 
 ^ 3Z(5i.,c) 
v(3. ) v(5. ) 
jJj! _JjL_ 
b^^ l CovCf/^ jX^ ) + b^ 2 CovCw^ ,?^ ) -r Cqy.(Z J^z )^ 
+ bg2 C0T(5i,Si) - ^ZljGl + ïçlfzZ C0T(3i,=2) 
cotCZj ,^:^ ) vo^ )^  ]  ^Vc2 " 
2 
For the estiiaate of VCy _. ) the folloT/ing form will be used 
—2 " 2 — / — / 
 ^^in.G *ji.^ .i2. 
2  - /  - /  
_ °lj.G " °jl°,12 2. 
2 
°li. G *li.G S 
flj.G 'ij.S - " j / jA]  
10 v:; IJ IJ.G 
2  m m  m m  f  « / . /  —  /  —  ^  
 ^Ij.G L ^ij.G ^Ij.G " Ij.G ^ Ij.G -* 
The bias in y, . „ is 




I Bias in  ^
since/ f f i. 
The proportional bias is 
1 
Bias in ^ In.G*  ^^  ^ l^.i»G^  
r E^ (b J zfcb ) 
[vCS.. ) + — v(z_) + — v(? ) 
 ^ J* ;. d. /.  ^
®<=iî.G' "• 4 
3(t^ .) _ 3(b ) 
C o t  ( cl,% ) - •••••• Cov(c^ ,x^ ) 
4 Zj. J. X 
Eb_nb 
"î~ CotCX^ jX^ )"] ^  
or 
— —— 2, — n ^  
I Bias in ^ l.i.G/ ^  l°l.i .G'.^ .jl, '°j2.J 
which is of the order n 
She covajriance of  ^and c^  . „ can be put into the following form 
 ^Ij.G^  L Ij.G 
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°1].G 
Su-p-plementary discussions on ai'ouped regression estimates 
This section has been included in this study to point out the differen 
between the estimator of  ^and a simil.ar estinator given by Jayatillalce 
-Lj eVZ 
The primary difference will perhaps be on the estimation of the variance of 
Based on a simple random sample, the estimator (t._) of the domain 
mean is given below. .In this section  ^corresponds to t^ *^ The terms 
used in this section have already been defined in the review of literature. 
bj. + b_. 
V g 3 J 
 ^ " ",,12 " ",12 
I:. 2 2 
0 
If H. is estimated by then 
 ^ n 
or 
-'a ^32 = ^  '-32 
, n. N 
3^2'S^ H- '32 
n. N I b._ + b._ 
-i-fy. + —lâ. -(X.-;.) 
IÎ. L 
3 
n - 2  ^  ^
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Nj "-n , 2 N a 





v;h.ere eqtials the terms inside the braces 
Ojl = t'l (fjil - 3^1.) (Zjil -
C3—1 ^25 • • «ICj i—X)2f• «n,. ^ 
Dhe estimator of tis 
J 
a /t 
- - ^33 
with a proportional bias of eqiial to or less than 
•N(N-N.) N(K-n) rini'i-n ; inrj ; -i 
[ i— j 
ÎI. nCH-l) 
J -
and the variance is given by 
VarCC ) = Var (E._) + ( Vax' 
3^  K.  ^
H  ^ ,.v n. 
H n 
j 




/ /  ^? K. II-N. 
- ? y ) +C— Si?) *" —^ 
 ^j2 ]1 j2^  ïï. -'- N 21-
2zi, 
_ 3,, iiâi ( --21. :ju)+ (:::%L. jin.) 
rl. L ZL n Î4 il n N 
-"-:o 
.^11 
n II n ZI N 
where j!_. = (1=1,2). 
 ^ / • 
/m approximate variance estimator is 
var Ct .3) = - TjiTj;) + 
iij n 





•.vhilG tiie donain total is estimated by 
Tfith a variance given by 
Var (Tjg) " ^^ j2 " ^jl ' 
For the sake of comparison the results of these supplementary discus-
I 
sions will be applied on Jayatillalce^ s data. 
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fcZOO 2^=122 ' n=l6 0.^ =10 
(21=324 =22=323 y21=G70 722=583 
(2=647 y2=125& X2=?S7ï bT=2.075 
'2=1.815 
;_ = fLrll +. ^ . 
3- %. 1% 2 
3 
"a - ^.1-2 .^11 ' ^.12 j 
16 1256 . 2.075 + 1.815 '/ 7871 647 \ 
ÎÔ iT + 2 I "200 - "IS J 
2.075 - 1.815 524 - 323 
2 2 
122.40 
-J' il. n 
A 
R._  ^n.^  Id . 
ââ C2x - X.) 
11.  ^ rx  ^





The corresponding estimates obtained by Jayatillslce were 122.24 sjid -702.12 
I 
•^ or the zeazi and estimated variance, respectively. It seems JayatillaJce's 
' 2 




The term ' seemed to be a superfluous term. 
Conditional ex-pectation estimator 
Suppose only the numerator is regressed: then the estinator can be 
formulated as follows: 
t" V * O* 





l-f 1 i'l 
CovCw ,0.. ) = £ 1 (w - w ) (c . - c_. ) 
J .   ^ n-1 i=l L J2. 3-
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all other teras as defined as before» 
Hence 
2r(w_. r V(w. ) 7(5. ) 
ij'C 3"(5. ) L zfcs, ) 
J • —J «-J o • 
2Cov(0% ,c.. ) Cov(5E.,c. ) j / a.... ^ v%. ; -1 
* •>* _ "J  ^ I 
1 TTCv! J s(w,. ,)3(5. ) s- i.. _) 
The estiniator of V(y . ) is 
Xj .0 
v(v{. ) v(c. ) 
-• 1 T.T, li-L ^ j, 
2cov( w .  ,c . ) b . cot(5,c .  )  ~ \  
.1* ,1- _ -JLÎ 
The bias in y. . is 
Ij.c 
Bias in 7- . = -
13-c 3(5. ) 
3 • 





since j/^ 1..<1. 
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The propor.ticnsi bias is 
wliile 
I BkJS in I ^  f H c ^ )  
.1 I K. N. 
n N-l N 
- E(5, ) 
J* 
oo.(ii^ . 3, \ A 
c_. SCc. )  ^ 3(w . -) 
J •  • J  •  
. ! ^ 1  3(5. ) 
J • 
Civ- _) r Cov(w^ ,c ) VCc. ) 
—u *T^  I LÎ _ _t3 • 3 * r 
:s.. ) L ](c  iil(w^  _) S(c. ) 
J* -Lj*-!-i J* 
B CovCx c. ) ) J 
with corresponding estimator given by 
-1 
v(c ) b . cov(x,c ) 
iJi* _ ' Ji .11. J* 
, ""j. *lj.l 
] 
Comparisons of the different estimators 
Proportional bias The proportional bias of the estimators so far 
55 
considered may be summarized as follows: 
Estimator Proportional bias 
Fj.s UvCc E(5 ) ] = J» 
1^3.1  ^
= - Sc'j 
I^j.B ' "'"ij.B' 
=rv(c. ) - 23 Cov(c_. zj 
l j • c j » 
+ B/ tcbJ '' /zCSijjg) 
-'ij.a • 
, =rvCc. ) + 2l_ VC5J 2i V(Ç ) 
L ]. 4 .2 2i  ^
Gov (c^jX^) - Gov (c^,ic^) 
4  ^ 4 
Cor(?^,xp] VE(c J 5^i222 
I^j.c rv(5, ) ] ) *- .1 •• ' J • 
Assuming E(c. ) is of the same magnitude as 2(c^  . then, 
J* . x3«ii 
Proportional bias of 7. - Proportional bias of y_ . -. 
3«r£ — 
holding only if either B or V(x) is zero, 
' m m  — • • — 
In the proportional bias of _ the quantity VCc.. ) - 2B covCc. ,z) 
—]*# 3 « G J» 
+ B ^  VC:v) is a minimum if B = CovCcjx) and can be r/ritten 
''('j.) c,J 






irixs meariG ûne 
Proportional ProDortional ,B 
> c > 
C..O - 1. 
bias of y. . „ bias of y_. ^  B . 
ïïilliaEs (-fO) has .choivn that 
2 




_2 2 2 11-4 
3(V T^ ) =5- (1 + ) = — 
11 n-6 n 2.-5 
This indicates that 
Proportioiial Froportion.al 
bias of y . ^  ~ bias of . . 
that is these proportional biases v/ill approxina.tely bo equal if n is larre, 
The proportional bias- of y_ . is identically eoiial to that of y_ . 
Xj»c 
The biases of these estimators can also be ezaminecl in torris of co-
variance of -ihe form Gov / c^ . \ . These have already been 
-Lj/ I3.; , ICJ. 
discussed under the individual estimators. 
Variance In the comparisons of the vari noes of the above estimator: 
if the terns involving , 7(c . ) and Gov (?.. ,c_. ) can be regarded 
equal regardless of the denominator involved (that is assumin': 3(c. ) = 
3 • 
S(c_ _) = ... and !El(w.) = S(t; . ^then the comparisons cen be 
—J X3.ij 
made in terras of the other variables involved in the approximate variances. 
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2 
if v(i)[ _ 1 > 2ts,„- coT(;._,z)] 
SS ) E(S ) i3»ii J.3»-" 
This is so since the rijht tern of this inequality is expected to be always 
positive. If the covsjriance terras are negative, the slope, that is the 
regression coefficient, will also be negative, thus these terizis will alivstys 
be positive. 
YCJt . -p,) = V(y )^if B = B and if the following inequality holds 
^ • JTk W V 
vof-Ji 
2gov(S_.^ ,5) r 3^  B,^  1 
respectively and assuming that the last two terms will yield a positive value 
(>0), If however the last two terms "ill yield a negative value (< 0) then 
While y(y- . „) = V(y^  , _) for n large, it is expected that the relation 
-Lj#^  x;3«jj — 
of V(y to that of. V(y, ) is similar to that of V(y . ) and 7(y. ). 
Xj»a J X3»ij 
The relation between V(y_ . ) and V(y. depends on the sign of 
• i-3*C J.is. 
Cov(x.,c. ) which can be summarized as follows: 
J  5 .  .  
_ > _ _ _ - "» 
V(y^  ^^  = V(y^ . as Gov (x\c^ ) is 0 
+ 
Illustrative applications 
For the illustrative applications of the estimators developed in the 
preceding sections only selected domains will be used. The primary concern 
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of these applications is to study the properties of these estimators using 
actual survey data. The domains so selected are tenant-operated farms, 
livestock farms- and fsrn size of 100-219 acres. These do:zains represent the 
three general groupings into which farms are usually classified: that is 
tenure of fexsi operators, type of farm and size of farn. The economic im­
plications, hoT/ever, of the results of these applications v,'ill be discussed 
whenever possible. 
Results of the apiolications The estimated net farm income, the 
corresponding estimated variances and estiraated covariance between y^  and 
c^  . are presented in table- 1 by domain, by independent variable and by tj'pe 
13. 
of estimator. 
In general the maximum likelihood type of estimators tended to yield 
. the lowest estimated variances while the grouped regression tj^ e gave the 
largest estimated variances in sJ.1 the domains and for all the independent 
variables considered. The other types of estimators, namely; ratio, working 
slope and conditional, yielded estimated variances, of almost the same iimg-
nitudes are those of the rsaximum likelihood estimators (see table 1.). 
The grouped regression estimators yielded considerably larger estimated 
covariances between y^  . and c^  . in all of the three domains considered, in 
—^  Û * 
comparison with the covariances of the other estimator t^ p^es. For the tenant 
domain, however, the estimator types, maximum likelihood, ratio, working 
slope and conditional, yielded estimated covariances between y^  ^ and c^  ^
of almost the same magnitude. For the livestock domain, the estimated co-
variances between y_ . and c^  . for the estimator tjpeSy maximum lilcelihood, 
IC. i-3 • 
vrorking slope, and conditional are generally less than -10.00. For the size 
domain, a wider range of estimated covariances for y^  . and c^  . were ob-
-i-d. -Lj . 
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tained for maximum likelihood, and working slope t^ gpe eptinij.torc. 'I'hc scti 
-mated covarianceG obtained for the conditional type estimators are of the 
name rnagnitudso as.tha eztinatsd covariznces for other dom^ :.in3. 
Statistical si,-,nificance of the reau-lts Although the nuperio 
ity of the "axinun likelihood type e-rtinatorc over t'le other typoa cf octi 
natorc considered has been denonrtratec. in the^ e applications, the feasi­
bility of adopting procedures used in nesting the problems of estimation 
T/hen the samples have been drawn fron a finite population bas also been 
shov/n here. In ter^ s of the estimated variances of the esti^ iated doniain 
means exit the estimated covari- nces -bet-een y^  cn,d c^  the wcrkin^  slop 
J-J • —J • 
and conditional type estimators compared satisfactorily v;ith those of the 
maximum likelihood type estimators. Although the sroup regression type 
estimators yielded considerably larger estimated variances and estimated 
covariynces between y^  . and the magnitudes of the estimated domain 
-i-j* -J* 
means are the same as those of the other estimators as shoan in table 1. 
Economic implications of the results If a single explanatory 
I 
variable is desired for the estimation cf net farm income, although this r.: 
be a very much abbreviated version of economic reality, the results of trie 
applications tended to favor total acres on farm. This is so since using 
total acres on farm as the explrnatory variable in estimating net farm in­
come yielded larger number of small estimated variances .of the estimated n 
fsjrm income than the number of smaller estimated variances of the estimate 
net farm income usin^  other expl.anatory variables considered in this study 
(see table 1.). 
Table 1. Estiniated net farm income, the corresponding estins/bed variance 




varCyij_) covCy . ,c . I-J* XJ # 
Tenant 






























































































































































































utilisation of Partial Information. Available 
on tlie Domain in the Sstirnation 
of tlie Domain Means 
Quite often tlie population cleans of the clorjain of interest are not 
available, but the donain mean or a suitable facsinile of the former is 
available. 
Three case situations will be identified as follows: 
_ t 
Case situation 1. Doaain aeans, X. s are knov;n 
0 t 
Case situation 2. Domain totals s are Imov.'n 
Î 
Case ^ situation 5» Domain numbers N_. s are Icnovm 
Only the maximum likelihood regression typ^ e estimators ?ill be used in 
this aspect of this study. 
T 
Case situation. 1: Doniain ir.eaiis X, s ose Imown 
An estimator of the domain mesji for this situation is given by 
"ij.i 
i s 
The approximate variance is given by 
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E^ (v7^_. vO r V(c.^ _) 
• J- . J_j «x 
2 — 




eCS^ , ^ )E(S,, ) i  
_Lj # J. w.n # J. 
l-f 1 p N p p il «. p~) 
""("ij.l) ' % 
1-f 1 r N - N _-} 
- I - 'ozj J 
1-f 1 r N 
0oK5^ ,_i,Si._i) = — — L('''ji-:j.) (Csi-Zj.) 
N N 
-®0Z3 t=Ji-=3.' 
which together yield 
3^ (5,, ,) r v(5. ) vcs,. ) 
VC5,, ,) = , -; + 3 1=-
'• s «13.i) s 
2C0T(-ji,Cj_)  ^_fa + !sj_ 
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2B ..B . ,  ^ , 
: _ Cg 007(5.,5.) 
n-Cîj.ïj)}] 
'Ihe estimator of. V(y_ . _ ) is 
Xjj «i. 
-Î* 3 . CO"; 
C2J 3 ' 3 
. _ p ) v(c. ) 2c0vg. ,c. ) 
° Ij.l Ij.l ^ Ij.l *lj.l "Ij.l 
.vCî.)f —+ laj_ + 2ssj2£i_( 
^ Ij.l ° Ij.l ''"Ij.l °lj.l 
*lj.l °lj.l 
The bias of this estimator is 
Biasi-nJ,., - . 




J'l n 1 
— j • — j 
C-, 
:orros?oniinc ?rovortionzl bias is 
'Ij.ll < 
v(s,..,) = (i-f) fvcs, ) - v(s,;l 
—J*— L o• '*j t> J 
ê • -."V lile Co.vCy  ^, c. ..  ^) = Gov 
ov(-"s . ^  n ) V(c^  n) 
z(c,, 
eO"%.. t) 
(l-f) — X Cov(v7^  ,c.. ) 
-LJ #-1-
4 Cov(0\ ,s_.) 
3 . Gov r(c. ,s.) + 3 V ] czj "hj 
1 { v(5. ) J • y(= . )  
with, an eotimztor given hj 
•  —J •  — 
I^j.l %% ^  -, 
— «J • — 
< oo"i~i ,c., ; 
1 J • J • 
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-tcsj - "w 
Ij.l 
I 
Case situation 2: Domain totals X. s are known 
: ,1 
Under this situation an estimator of the domain mean is 
- '1. -Vl \1.2 
- tcuj =lj.2 
where ^ , J is the total number of domains 
= 2 Zi/a 
Vj = ("dm.) 
"cuj = 
The approximate variance formula is 
nj J '^"1.1.2^  r ^ ("1.1.2' , 
^ '(S, _) L b2(;, . -
_ -j 
where 
1-f 1 |-N . - - N _ 2i 
"("13.2) = T M I- 5,1 ('ji-'j.) - ® "3 L J 
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l-f 1 p N N _--i 
N N 
- ®C„3 ("jl-'j) 
which together give 
E^(w-. .) r V(w. ) V(c. ) 
«^ 13 
je u, vu ; vie ;
. p) = p 3^ + p, •> 
2Cov(w. c. ) r B^_ . . 
3» -T Î— v(5,))Y^  
23 . B 
WU3 CU.1 
+ Cot(5j_,Û.)]] 
The estimator of V(y_ . _) is 
w. . 5 r vlw. ) v(c . ) 2cov(w. ,c . ) 
^ ^^ - r-^  
lj.2 ^ lj.2 ® lj.2 *lj.2 °lj.2 
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.^ (S ){iïïïi—+ Isai- + "=<4 • \ 
^ lj.2 ^ lj.2 *lj.2 °lj.2 
IVj ^ \uj i 1 „ e - wuo ]. ] CU3 ] 
"lj.2 *lj.2 
The bias of this estimator is 
I Bias to îy 2 * ^ l^.i.2 °1.1.2 * 
«^°13.2> ' 
since!/' ^ l. 
The proportional bias is 
I Bias in ^ l.i.2' f ^^^°l.i.2^ 
where 7(cL ) = (l-f) [ V(c.) - B^ . V(û.)] 
J  ^^J J 
and 
G°?(yij.2 ' \j.2' = . Sy.2) 
*lj.2 
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^^ *13.2) (^^ lj.2^  ^^ °l3.2^  
ECW- . _) r 1 
(1-f) — —^ I { CovCw. ,c. ) -B . Cov(w. ,û. ) 
- ®mi3 G°T(Cj.3]) ®cu3 ®w3 V(Sj)ï 
M.) - ^\uj 
The corresponding estimator is given by 
GOV 
'  hi.ê ' ^ [ r - —  
®13.2 1^3.2 *lj.2 
- bcuj OOTCÎj.S^ )^ -b^ .'cov(;j,5.) 
+ Vj "'=3'} - : [rfCi.) - "^Uj ^<"3' ^  ] 
°lj.2 
I 
Case situation 3: Domain numbers K. s are known 
An estimator of the domain mean under case 3 may be formulated as 
follows: 




U. = —J- X 
3 jj 
«^3 = î:i(Cji-ôj.) 
The. approximate variance formula is 
V(y ) 
2Cov(w.. _C^  . ,) 
I IJV I*? Ij.? 1 
lEfê ) J 
where 
1-f 1 r N  ^ u N 
i-f 1 r N _ 2 N 5 
'T ® CU3 
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' "Lj <uj 
which together give 
E^ (w ) p 7(w ) 7(5. ) 
. - «î')i 
 ^ 3^.5^  
2^ II 
+  ^c*j + ^^ -1 ^ cuj V 
— J b '  J L wu 
+ COT 
The estimator of V(y^j ^ ) is 
W^ T . :z  ^ v(w. ) vCc . ) 
+ ^ 
= i^[  
-2 
lj.3 " " lj.3 13.3 
'2 /2 , ' 
- - T(:{)( ^ g=i-1 lai. + f'^ l \ 
"iJ.J °lj.J  ^ " lj.3 ° lj.3 "13.3 °13.3 
+ : : ICj coT'Zj.'Sj) + Cj i] 
lj.3 lj.3 
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The bias of y.. is 
J-J 
Bias 
I Bias in t 
1 j-
^'=13.3' 
//9 5 16 
since 3lj.3 Ij.j - 1. 
The proportional bias is 
1 Bias in 21.1.3 ^ f- '^^ ''l.i.3^  
where V(c_. ) = (1-f) fvCc.) -B^ . V(û.) l 
J-J.p '-J CUJ J 
while, 
 ^• =10.3) 
lj.3 
S(w-. _) p 1 , f / 
= — I % Cov(w. ,c. ) - B . Cov(w. Û.) 
BC= . J  ^E(S . J L ]' 3. 0U3 0. J 
-LJ.^  J-J.P 
- + ^ 3^ ®cuj \ 
21*13.3/ 
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The estimator of Cov(y_ . _ , c-. is 
:°T(Sïj.3 ' 'ij.;) = i°°T(*3.'S3.) 
lj.5 lj.3 
- "ouj - Cj 
+ Vj \n3 - i— - "Lj 1 
°lj.5 
Comparisons of estimators using population means and using facsimilies of 
population means 
Any gain in utilizing the partial information available on the domain in 
the formulation of the estimators of the domain can be determined by study­
ing the regression coefficients and their corresponding variances and the 
variances of the estimators of the domain means. 
Regression coefficients The estimates of the regression co­
efficients and their corresponding variances are as follows: 
(a) No information available on domain 
0 . = i.- (w.--w. ) (x.-X)/ £ (x.-X)^ 
i=l 3^ 3" ^ i=l 
n _ / n _ 2 
3^. = 1 (c..-c,.) (x.-X)/ é (x.-X) 









vCbc .) = -
t 
(c) Domain totals X. s are known 
0 
w^uj =  ^(w..-W ) (z .-Û.) / ^ (Z..-Û. )^  
z3^  J* J -1—T J J * 
\u3 = 
= c-^ iij.2 —— 
75 
TCbc„.) =<r^ Si3.2 — 
(d) Domain numbers, s are knovm 
®ôu3 = (Sjl-ôj)/" 
"f'U' = 5 r 
£ (z..-n!y 
i=l ^ 
= <^ 'sid.3 : — 
£ (z..-U.)2 
i"i : 




The above inequalities will be sho\tn to be true using the first case 
only, as follows; 
V(b .) = <y-^wlj« 
I (x..X)2 
i=l ^ 




N , p 
i=l ^ „2 




C^ wlj.l N 
1 (z.'.-X.)^  
i=l 31 0 
N _ ? N _ p 








^ (z -X )Z 
i=l ^ ^ 
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i=l 3 
N _ p _ p 




Variances As regards the variances of the estimators of the 
























The variances are greater or equal to the variances 
V(y . ) and V(y . ) can be shown as follows: 
1-f 1 N __ , 
7( ) i, ) (et =z..,u and u..) 
J* N—1 i=ïX 
l-f 1 N ' - -
£ («<.-x+x-x 
n N-1 1=1 ^ 
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N 
1-^ " 1 £ («t ._x)2 + %(x_X.)2 
and 
1-f IK _ _ 
V(x) = —— — ^  (x.-X) 
n N-1 i=l 1 
since N(X-X.)^ is always positive then V(x) _ V(c<. ). The assumption of 
J - J* 
approximate equality between the covariances is logical based on the follow­
ing relationships: 
1-f 1 N _ 
CovCxjW. ) = — ^ (x.-X) (w..-V/. ) 
n N-1 i=l  ^ 3^  J' 
1-f 1 a 
Cov(«(.. ,W. ) ± (w..-W. ) 
n N-1 i=l 3 JX ]. 
1-f 1 N 
—— —— ^ . -X) (w.. -V7. ) 
n N-1 i=l 3-
_ _ N 
+ 2(X—X.) i (w..—W. ) 
J i=i 
1-f 1 N 
= —— —— ^ (^..-X) (w..-W. ) 
n K-1 i=l 
Illustrative applications 
As stated before for the studies of the properties of estimators 
utilizing the available partial domain information, only the maximum likeli­
hood type of estimators were considered. The results of these applications 
are given in table 2* This table shows the estimatedand the esti­
mated domain means the estimated variances of the estimated domain means 
/ 
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aiir: the estimated ccvari:aice between . @jid c . by domain, by tyoe of 
13• -J• 
2.vs.ilable domain information and by independent variable. 
P-es-jlts of the application For the tenant domain the entiaated 
1 
variances for the estimated domain ceanz (y^  . 'a), utilising the :Jopulation 
-o • 
doaain nioans (X.'s)' and domain totals (X.'s) tended to be lov'er th;-ui the 
I J 3 
corresponding estimated variances n^ inj the overall population n-eans (X'e). 
IJsin;. the domain nunbors (N/o), however, the magnitudes of the esticated 
variances obtained •^ ere almost the cîuue ac; thone obtained u-ing the overall 
population neanc CX's). 
wider-ranges of the estimated vajriances of the estimated donain rnerjns 
Cy . '3) r-'ere obtained for the livestock domain r:hen population doaain means 
IJ • 
(X_.'s) and doaain totals CX .^'s) were used in the eztiaatinj relations in 
o '3 
place of the overall means (X's) of the explanatory variables. Using the 
population domain number, however, the magnitudes of the estimated VEjriances 
obtained x'ere smsller than the corresponding variances ontained using the 
overall population means of the independent variables. 
The general trend for the size domain is that the zzariiitudes of the 
estimated variances of the estimated, domain means using population domain 
means and domain totals are the saae as the estimated variances of the esti­
mated domain means using the overall population mesjis of the explanatory 
variables. In general the estimated variances of the estimated domain 
means using the population domain numbers are lov;er, but have v/ider ra-'j.ige, 
than the corresponding variances obtained using the overall population 
means of the explanatory vsa-iables. 
For the tensuit domain, the estimated covajriïJices betneen y^  . and c^  . 
-L]. -3» 
using the population domain means and domain totals, are smaller in absolute 
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values than the corresponding values obtained using the overall population 
means of the explanatory variables. While the use of the population domain 
numbers in the estimating equations yielded estimated covariances between 
7-. and c- . of the. same magnitudes as those using the overall population lj« 
means of the explanatory variables. 
For the livestock domain, the estimated covariances obtained using the 
population domain partial information tended in general to be larger in 
absolute values than those covariances obtained using the overall population 
means of the explanatory variables. In addition the former estimated covar­
iances possessed wider ranges than did the latter. 
In general it can be said that many of the estimated values of the co-
variances between y.. and c^ . for the size domain using the partial inform-
13. -Lj • 
ation available on the domains are of the same magnitudes as those obtained 
using the overall population means of the e3^)lanatory variables. Besides all 
the values obtained for the estimated covariances are negative (see table 2) • 
Statistical significance of the results The dependence of esti­
mating procedures on the knowledge of population means becomes a limiting 
factor in the application of such procedures in current statistical surveys. 
This problem is much more important v;heh no census data are available nor 
census \Tas taken for some population characteristics. The feasibility of 
utilizing suitable facsimiles of the population means of the independent 
variables in formulating linear estimators of population parameters have 
been satisfactorily demonstrated in this section. 
Economic implications of the results With population means 
available, the total acres in farm and total farm sales tended to be the 
best bases of estimating net farm income using simple linear relationship. 
Hoïrever, when these population means are not available suitable facsimilies 
were used. Hog sales seemed to be a better variable basis than either total 
acres in farm or total farm sales, in estimating net farm income using simple 
linear relationships* This shift in the importance of the independent var­
iables as the concomitant variables change may be due to the fact that the 
utilization of partial domain information available leads to values of the 
facsimilies not different from those of the true population values (see 
table 23). 
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Table 2. Estimatedand estimated net farm income^ the corresponding 
estimated variances and covCy^ . ,cL. ) by domain, by independent 
-LJ • -Lj • 
variables and by availability of domain information using M.L. type 
estimator 
Case 
sit'n. f c varCy,. ) 
—3 • 
































































































































Table 2 (Continued) 
Case 
sit'n. fw 0^ 1^3. 











































































































Approximation of the Estimated Variances 
On account of the rather lengthy formulas for the estimated variances 
it is worthwhile to examine the feasibility of approximating the estimated 
variances from some of the terms involved. A suitable selection of these 
terms is one that will include V(w. ), V(c.) and CovCw. ,c. ) since these 
0* 3 J" 3» 
terms are common in the formulas for the estimated variances for all the 
estimators considered so far. This approximation can be formulated as 
follows 
)  r  V(w. )  V(3J a V.VÏ, • J  
= _2,- \ [  ^ 1. 
E^ Cc^  . ) E^ (w ) E^ (c . ) 
XJ •  X J •  X J •  
2Cov(w_ . c. ) 
ifirl E(w-. )ECc - .  
X J •  Xj •  
with a corresponding estimator 
. rv(w. ) v(c,. ) 2cov(w ,c. ) 1 
_'T •> J 
° Ij. " Ij. Ij. "ij.^lj. 
The results of this approximation is given on table 3» Although there 
is a tendency for the approximated variances to overestimate the estimated 
variances the agreement between the approximate estimated variances and the 
estimated variances is rather satisfactory. The worst underestimation is 
ill the livestock domain using the population domain total farm acres. The 
estimated variance is 663)120 and the approximate value is 132,364. The 
worst overestimation is also obtained with the livestock domain. The esti­
mated value is -207,093 and the approximate value is 773»56?. However, 
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majority of the ratios of the estimated to the approximate values fell be­
tween 0.70 to 1«05 (see table 5)» 
Table 3» Approximations of the estimated variance and estimated variances 
of the estimated net farm income by domain and by availability of 
domain information using M.L. type estimation. 
Estimate Approx. Estimate Approx. 
Ratio 
Est./Approx. 


























































































































Table 3 (Continued) 
Hatio 





Extension to Multiple Regression Models 
I 
The primary objective of regression analysis is to lay simple relation­
ships or to predict as well as possible the value(s) of some variable(s) from 
the value(s) taken on by some concomitant variable(s). While these object­
ives are not mutually exclusive the distinction is a very useful one to keep 
in consideration when examining certain relationships found by the use of 
regression techniques when the regressors are not under experimental control 
(Konijn, JO). These problems are frequently encountered in the critical 
analyses of economic development data. 
The phenomena of economic development of a nature non-repetitive and 
non-reproducible are found therefore at the opposite pole to physical phe-, 
nomena, repetitive and reproducible experimentally. To draw the conditions 
for the study of economic phenomena of development closer to those of 
experimentation it is necessary to verify the fact that the economic sys­
tem taken as the mechanism for the production of economic variables shows 
sufficient stability in its structural and functional characteristics 
throughout the course of the period under study. 
In analytic studies of the economics of development, the selection of 























by purely statistical consideraticnc. In economics of dsvelopinint it ic 
rare hoivevor that previous infornaticn uill rive a. complete r-pecification 
of tliece nattera ccd in thin case one --JJ-ows the data as roll e.c 
considerations cf sinplicit;- to play a role. The no "si hovjeirer chou2d not 
be too zinple to be uselesc, nore too cornplex to be too difficult to inter­
pret . 
The necessity, however, of extending the models considered in thi? 
study to multiple ro^ rencion type ostii::atorz can not be overlooked since 
the economics of development like any other economics is the re^ ultjnt of 
vciried relationships between economic, denoTraphic'and :;ccial forças over 
time and space. 
Illustrative applications 
results of the application of t'.e extensions to multiple regression 
type estimators are suumarixed in table Of ths three types of dcaain 
considered, larger estimated variances v;ere obtained for the estimated do-
nain nec^ ns for livestock and 100-219 farm size as ccripared T;ith the var-
iances yielded by corresponding simple regression-type estimators. V.'hile 
for the tenez:t the multiple-regression type estiaators yielded a za;.21er 
estimated -/ari ince. The e"ti:T ted variance of the estiriated domain raeans 
usin^  the multiple regression type estimators are as follows for tenant. 
33,671; for livestock 1,557,137; eaid for farm sise, 6,851,595. 
Statistical si.v^ ificgrice of the results 
Ze^ ardin^  the inclusion or exclusion of a variable(3) in the model 
Eonijn (30) remarked that if there is stronp inter-correlations it does 
not seem to matter much whether only one of tv/o repressors is included, or 
whether both are, as long as in the former case the fact is noted that the 
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coefficient of one includes the influence of the other. There is an advan­
tage in including one only in that the coefficient of one.will be determined 
with greater certainty than the coefficients of both. If the range of var­
iation of a variable is too small for its coefficient to be significsnt it 
can be. left out provided this is clearly noted. 
If a correlation coefficient less than 0.3 may be considered a low order 
correlation coefficient, crop sales can be left out of analyses of the live­
stock domain while crop sales and total farm sales can be left out of anal­
yses of the 100-219 acre domain. All variables considered are of high order 
correlation.regarding the subgroup, tenant (see tables' 2,4,$). 
Sconomic implications of the results 
A multiple regression type of estimators may be more appealing to the 
economists, since these type of estimators are closer to reality than the 
simple ones. However, quite often economic implications also include the 
cost of obtaining the desired information in relation to the importance of 
such information to the decision maker. As has been pointed out in the 
statistical significance of the results, the inclusion or exclusion of a 
variable(s) in models depends on the correlation coefficients between the 
variables. In other words, for general purposes, say, knowing the estimated 
value of some economic parameters, use of variables of high degree order of 
correlation may be preferable in devising the linear estimators of the 
parameters to the use of more variables of low degree order of correlations. 
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Table 4. Estimated (3 and (3 , estimated net farm income and the corresponding 
estimated variances and cov(y . .) by domain using M.L, tjïpe i-3.« J-3 


































































































Table 5* Estimated correlation coefficients between the dependent variable 
(net farm income) and the various independent variables and be­
tween. the various independent variables themselves. 
Variables Tenant Livestock 100-219 
0.3519 0.5759 0.5258 
x^,y 0.7186 0.4658 0.5010 
x^,7 0.9056 0.2769 0.1091 
x^,y 0.7222 0.6858 0.2479 
x^,x^ 0.3869 0.0454 0.5275 
x^,x^ 0.3105 0.0685 0.4844 
x^,x^ 0.5376 0.0675 0.9825 
x^,x^ 0.0116 0.1565 -0.0527 
x^,x^ 0,7569 0.8828 0.7177 
0.2367 0.2254 0.0857 
Comparisons of Domain Means 
In analytic studies the interest may not be only in the relation of the 
concomitant variables over the whole population but also in differences in 
this relationship for the different domains of study. In such cases a 
I 
regression line can be calculated for each domain separately. For compar­
ative purposes slight departure from the assumed law is often of little 
consequence. Thus, provided the means of the independent variables are 
similar for the different doms.ins, linear regression may be used where some 
degree of curvature is apparent from the observations. If, however, the 
means of the independent variables differ considerably among domains the 
slopes of the linear regressions will differ although the whole of the data 
may in fact be adequately described by a curved regression line. 
If regressions are calculated for the different domains of study, to 
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compare the regressions directly the domain means should be replaced by some 
standard value, chosen conveniently near the general mean (Yates, 52). 
V/hile Cochran (5) pointed out that it is seldom of scientific interest 
to ask whether two domain means are equal, domain means would not be exactly 
equal in a finite population except by a rare chance, even if the data in 
both domains were dravm at random from the same infinite population. In­
stead he suggested to test the null hypothesis that two domains were drawn 
from infinite populations having the same mean. 
Hartley (19) remarked that the variance formulas based on finite popu­
lation sampling have the property to become zero when sampling is 100 per 
cent. The logic of this remark is that when all units of the population 
are sampled, 321 means of,all domains in such a population are sampled, all 
means of all domains in such a population are knovm without error so that 
all non-zero contrasts between domain means are significant. However such 
inferences can only apply to the particular finite population under inves­
tigation and are not of any wider significance. The question as to how the 
variance estimates for the differences between estimated domain means are 
to be used for inferences to be drawn from the data has to be considered. 
Even if it is not intended to carry out tests of significance there would 
remain the question of the computations of confidence intervals for the 
domain means and their contrasts. The customary procedure here is to employ 
normal theory approximations and to appeal to the respective central limit 
theorems for finite populations and to the relatively large sample sizes 
which are available in those situations. The results which are available 
on these problems axe restricted and require development. 
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The comparisons of domain means will be considered under four situations 
namely 
I 
Case situation 1. No domain•information is available. 
Case situation 2. Partial domain information is available. 
a. Domain means X^ 's are knom 
b. Domain totals X^ 's are Icaovm 
; c. Domain number N.'s are knovm 
3 
Case situation 1. No domain information is available 
The estimator of the domain mean as given before is 
The comparison (hypothesis) to be considered is the difference between 
two domain means is significant. The vexiaiice formula for this difference 
is I 
i+i' 
where the variance formula for each domain mean has already been considered. 
While the covariance term is given as follows: 
n (\ ' 
°li. °li. 
J r c°v(wii..S^ P 
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E(c,. )E(H^./) '- ^ ^ S(w-. )E(w_/ : 
Xx« -LI# XX • XX# 
B . B ./ B . B ./ B yB . 
CX Cl ; W1 cx wi ci I 
i,y)E(S,. ) J E(ci^ )^E(ciy^ ) 
+ CovCw. ,xf) ) ^ ^ \ 
1' 1 i3(;i.,)E(5i,',) 3(;i.,)E(;i./) 
B . B . .T 
+ Côv(i./ ,x.) 5 Si _ B \ 
^ L E(w . )E(c^ .' ) E(w^ . )s(i- y ) 
x%# xl# xZL# xl# 
B ,f B . /' •) 
+ Cov(3. ,%/) i  ^ V 
IE(Sj._)b(3^ ,,) ECS,..)E(3^ .'.) 
+ Cov(-c V7X 
=cl 
i 
Cov(w. ,w.') 1# 1# Cov(c. ,c.') X# %# Cov(w. ,c.') X» %# 
E(3ii_)E(Hj^ y) 
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Cov(w ' ,c. ) 
J.» X» I 
For a particular example for the first two domains, the covarisjic 
eras will be given as follows; 
Î,, '12., 2.' -
Cov( — , 3= r Cov(2 ,s_). 
=11. =12.  ^ ' 
{ \l ®w2 ^cl ^c2 ® t1 ®c2 
\2 ®cl 
1 
B _ B 
OotG {— 2i H2 } 
J.. d. L T-rZ  ^ -rt/z N-m/'" % 2(*11.)2(»12.) 
+ Cov(w_ ,^  ) 5 —  ^ \ 
®»11.'®»12.> 3(*ll.)BHi2.) 
B 





+ CovCc^ i^X^ ) { -  ^
c°t(3i.,;2.) Cov(5]^ ,Z2_) 2^ ) 
j.e c# 
S(*ll.)3(Si2.) 
Cov(i_ ,Ct ) 
±±--] 
The estimator of this covariance can be obtained by using sample values 
of the different terms as follows: 
1^1. 1^2. . 1^1. ^ 12. r- , \l ^w2 
C T— > = :—:—[covC^,: ) I :—^ 
c,, C-- c^ i c_„ *- *• v;^ - w-
cov 
''11. "12. "11. "12. ' "11. "12. 
c^l ^ c2 w^l ^ c2 w^2 ^ cl 
°11. °12. 1^1. ^ 12. 1^2. °11. 
c^2 2^  ^ Cd W£i •) 
cot(; —: :—:—\ 
^  w  r  W W  
1^1. ^ 12. '^ll. ^ 1^2. 
c^l \l 
1^2. °11. 1^1. ^ 12. 
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2^ c^2 
. S \ 
+ covCci .Xg) —: :—:—^  
1^2. °11. 1^1. ^ 12. 
\l c^l 
+ covCSg ,5i) [z—:— \ 
*11. =12. Cii, 6i2, 
c o v ( w -  . )  c o v C c -  , c .  )  c o v C i -  , c L )  jL« c# JL# x« c. 
1^1. *12. 1^1. °12. 1^1. °12. 
COvCw^ jC^ ) 
*12. °11. 
] 
Case situation 2. Partial domain information is available 
Domain means X.'s are known. The estimator of the domain mean. 
'under this situation is 
= - 1. " 
'ij.z . . 
"j. - °lj.2 
The covariaace term for 2"^ 12 2} ^  given by 
1^1.2 *12.2 , ^^ *11.2^ ^^ *12.2^  
Cov(fl— , ^ )â 
®11.2 °12.2 ^^ °11.2)^ (^ 12.2) 
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[oov(i^ ,y{— 
B - B _ 
wzl wz2 B _ B _ czl cz2 
^^ 1^1.2^ ^^ 1^2.2^  ®^ °11.2^ ^^ 1^2.2^  
B _ B . 
wzl cz2 B _ B _ wz2 czl 
®^ 1^1.2^ ^^ °12.2^  ^^ 1^2.2^ *^'°11.2^  
1 
+ GovCw^  jz^ ) { 
B 
cz2 B wz2 
®^ 1^1.2^ ^^ °12.2^  ^^ 1^1.2^ ^^ 1^2.2^  
•i 
+ Cov(ây^ ,z^ ) ^  —-
B 
czl B wzl 
^^ 1^1.2^ ®^ °12.2^  ^^ (*11.2)^ *^12.2) 
1 
B 
+ CovCc- ,zL) ( — 
1. £l W -ofZ 
wz2 B cz2 
^^ *12.2)^ ^^ 22.2) ^^ 1^1.2)^ ^^ 12.2) 
+ Cov(c_ ,Z_) T ii. X V. „/•-
B 
wzl B czl 
i 
Co?(w_ ,W- ) 
X« d,9 Cov(Ct ,C_ ) j.# d* CovCw- ,c_ ) J.# C# 
(^*11.2)^ *^12.2) (^°11.2)^ (^ 12.2) (^*11.2)^ (^ 12.2) 
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Cov(w_ ,c- ) 
c# JL# I 
The estimator of this covariance is 
, ^11.2 *12.2 ®11.2 *12.2 r' 
cot(- , — \= : oova,,s,). 
=11.2 =12.2 ^  =11.2 =12.2 L ' ' 
. ^ wzl^ wz2 c^sl ^ cz2 • w^zl ^ cz2 w^z2^ czl 
r _ , _ + _ ' _ - _ - _ 
1^2.2*11.2 1^1,2^ 12.2 *11.2°12.2 *12.2°11.2 
c^z2 w^z2 c CZ vrzd 1 
-5._. " _ J 
+ cov(w^  
"*11.2*12.2 1^1.2^ 12.2 
b _ b -
Y czl wzl 
+ covCw. ,L ) i - r 
*11.2°12.2 *11.2*12.2 
b _ b 
_ _ , wz2 cz2 1 
+ covCc- ,z_ ) 4  -  r  
1' 2 I- - - - J 
12.2 11.2 ' 11.2°12.2 
b _ b T Ç wzl czl •» 
-=-(=2.'Vlr—i ——S 
12.2°11.2 °11.2*12.2 
cot(w- ) covCct ) cov(w- ,c. ) 
• U.* c# , X« c# j.* c# 




Domain totals X.'s are known m, i _ , 
n The estimator of the domain mean 
IS 
- _ , "ij-? 
The covariance term for  ^ is 
^^ 11.3 1^2.3 . ^ ^^ '11.3^ ^^ 1^2,3^  V 
COT (— , — -)= r COV(TL,Û ). 
=11.3 =12.3 <^=U.3'^ <=12.3> 
B ^ B '  B , 3 ^  
vTUl \tu2 cul cuS wul cu2 / V U, 
I 
^^ \l.3^ ®^ '*12.3^  ^^ °11.3^ ^^ °12.3^  ^^ *11.3)^ ^^ 12.3) 
w^u2 ^CTol > c c^u2 ;ui. •» f t 
®^ '^l2.3)'^ °^11.3) ^^ (*11.3)^ ^^ 12.3) 
B „ B _ 
vruZ A /• cul wu£: ^ j.
+ f + Cov(w ,5.. ) y 
(^^ 11.3)^ *^12.3) (^T'll. 3)^ ^^ 12.3) 
B _ B , 
wul 1 / mil ic ^ + CovCc ,3J 1




cul , ) 
^^ 2^1,3^ ^^ 1^2,3'^  ^^ *11.3)^ *^12.3) ^^ °11.3)^ ^^ 12.3) 
CovCw^  ,c_ ) CovCi- ,c- ) 
X# d,9 J.#  ^
'^(^ 11.3)^ ^^ 12.3) ^^ 1^2.3)^ ^^ 11.3) 
The estimator of CovCy^  ^3'^ 12 3) 
1^1.3 *12.3 1^1.3 *12.3 
GOV (-= , -= ) Î [ocv(S,_,52). 
°11.3 °12.3 °11.3 °12.3 
/. w^ul ^ wu2 c^ul ^ CTa2 v^rul ^ cu2 w^u2 ^ cul •) 
1 :— + : 1 : : : : i 
*11.3 *12.3 °11.3 ^ 12.3 *11.3 °12.3 1^2.3^ 11.3 
+ cov(w. 
, ^cu2 w^ti2 7 
1. ^^ 2) i - z " I I J 
^11.3 °12.3 ^11.3 *12.3 
b _ b _ 
r cul Will -J 
+ cov(f/2,V|i :— - : :—I 
*11.3 ^12.3 ^11.3 ^12.3 
b T b _ C cul vrai 7 
cov(Zi^ ,û^ ){- : —  -  :  : — ]  
*11.3 °12.3 1^1.3 *12.3 
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b - . b -
VTUl CUl , 7 1 J. 1 
+ ôovCS^  t: : : :— 5 
1^2.3 °11.3 °11.3 °12.3 
cov(w. ,w- ) covCc^  ,c_ ) covCw^  ) 
Z* eL% JL# Cf.^  . _L# d.% 
__ + ——————— + ————— — ————— 
1^1.3 ^ 12.3 °11.3 °12.3 *11.3 °12.3 
cov(w ,cL ) 
C# i.« I 
- : :— J 
1^2.3 11.3 
Domain mamber N.'s are known Under this situation the esti-
/ 
rnator of the domain mean is 
'lj.4 
The covariance term for is 
*Ï1.4 *12.4 B(~11.4)B(*12.4) 
007(2=—» : ) = —f f:— 
1^1.4 °12.4 ^^ °11.4)^ (^ 12.4) 
%/ %/ a' %/ 
wul vrv2 cul cu2 [/ / r "U Oo.(S,,3,) [-
E(Î^ ^^ )ECÎi2_^ ) S(=ii.i,)ECSj2,^ ) 
/ / / / 
B . B ^  ' B _ B _ 
urul cti2 wti2 cul 
^^ 1^1.4^ ^^ '^ 12.4^  ®^ \2.4^ ®^ °11.4 
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B' B ' 
cu2 wu2 
+ CovCw^  ,u_) j -T - \ 
B \ b '  
_l f cul wul -J 
+ CovCw ,û_) A - — \ 
B ' "B ^  
_l Ç wul cul 1 
+ CovCcL ,û_) ) - \ 
^(^12.4)^(^11.4) ^(°11.4)^(°12.4) 
Cot(w- ) CovCc. ,c_ ) CovCw^  ,c_ ) 
JL# d.# d* JL# 
+ ' + 
^(^11.4)^(^^12.4) ®('^11.4)-^(®12.4) ^'(^11.4)^^^12.4) 
G°7(*2.'Sl.) . 
^^ (^ 12.4)^ (^ 11.4) 
The estimator of this covariance is 
I 
"^11.4 *12.4 *11.4 *12.4 o / / 
cov(-f , ff f [ 
®11.4 ^12.4 ®ii.4 °I2,4 
' / I l f I 
w^til ^ mi2 c^til ^ cii2 w^ul 
*11.4 *12.4 °11.4 °12.4 *11.4 ^ 12.4 
' I f f 
w^Ti2 ^ cul -I ( f c^'u2 w^ti2 1 ( 
•\* coTCSi.'Sz) [: 
*12.4 °11.4 *11.4 °12.4 *11.4 *12.4 
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I I 
+ cov(;. } 
"11.4 =12.4 "u.Il "12.4 
.cov(;,,sVf. y - 'T \ 
*12.4 ®11.4 °11.4 =12,4 
r—%—] 
*^12.4 *11.4 *11.4 ^ 12.4 
-{• COvCCg 
cov(w. ,w- ) cov(c- ,c_ ) cov(w- ,c_ ) 
X# 0^ X« J.# 
''11.4 "'12.4 *11.4 G12.4 1^1.4 =12.4 




Illustrative applications ' 
To maintain the simplicity of comparisons in terms of the number of 
domains to be compared a situation in which only two domains are possible 
has been chosen for the purpose of this section. The domains.under consid­
erations are low and adequate economic status. The criteria used in iden­
tifying the economic status have been discussed in an earlier section. 
Discussions of the economic implications will be limited however up to the 
point the information available in this section will permit. 
; 
The results of these comparisons are given in table 6. Two criteria 
have been used in splitting the sample farms into two economic domains. 
Also the comparisons were limited to the cases where the population means 
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of the independent variables are known. 
Statistical significance of the results Some of the major 
objectives in the comparisons of domain means as pointed out by Cochran 
have been met in this section; for example, the use of an arbitrary value 
(in this case the population mean of the independent variables). The cri­
teria used in defining the different domains of study to some extent will 
determine the number of rejections of the null hypotheses to be tested. 
Using Snyder criterion one significant result was obtained while using the 
modified criterion only one non-significant result was obtained. Appropri­
ately, perhaps rather than testing the null hypotheses of no significant 
differences between domain means the proper way is to test whether the dif-
'ference between two domain means is significantly different from a predeter­
mined value. For lack of information on setting this predetermined value 
this aspect of the study can not be extended to this type of comparisons. 
Economic implications of the results The setting up of a pre­
determined value has more economic implications than statistical signifi­
cance, Take for example two groups of farm operators, one group having been 
exposed to some developmental stimulus while the other group was not. If 
the economic planner can set up a certain value, say some suitable differ­
ence between net farm income, then evaluation of the program and the deci­
sion for or against its more universal implementation can be done easily 
with the procedures developed in this section. 
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Table 6, Estimated net farm income by different criteria of identifying 
economic status by low and adequate economic status and the 
probability level of the t-test for the difference of two means. 





































p ^ .01 
p< .01 
P< «OL 
P > .0:) 
"Snyder (Soosevelt Foundation) criterion: household equipment and home 
furnishings greater or equal to 10 percent of current net farm income. 
^Absolute value of estimated variance have been used. 
'Modified criterion: household operation expenditure and food purchases 
greater than current net farm income. 
Estimation of Domain Totals 
Two case situations will be considered, namely 
Case situation 1. The domain total number N^'s are kno-m, and 
Case situation 2. The domain total number N.'s are un3<nown. 
3 
Case situation 1. The domain total number N^'s are known. 
A simple estimator of the domain total is 
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with a variance given by 
vc$.3_) = K/ 
ezid the corresponding estimator is 
vCÎ-i) = K.2 
Case situation 2. The doinain total number K.'s are unknown. 
Since the N^ 's are usually not knovm the first estimate is not very 
useful, Estimators of the domain total using estimated N_.'s ^ ill be for­
mulated. The first type of estiimtor is 
A A _ 
where C. is an unbiased estimator of N. sjid the variance is, 
: J 
V(Y ) = S^ (C ) V(y ) + S^ (y ) 7(0 ) 
3-^ J -LJ* J 
2E(y. . ) E(C ) V(y ) V(C ) 
-Lj» J Xj« J 
= N } V(y_ . ) + [im } (N-N .)/n(N-l) ] E(y, . ) 
D -LJ» ] 0 -'-J» 
LECÎi.) . 2N. 
which is estimated by 
A Ap NC (N-C ) _ A _ _ 
vCT;,):;:. vCy^ .;) 4. +^ 2 vC,:,.,):! 
Another estimator of is given by 




= N(w . ) 
-o* 
with, a TTariance 
V(Y. _) = #2 V(=_ ) 
J'J) xj. 
and is estimated by 
v(Y. _) = . ) 
J«V -LJ * 
Illustrative a?-slicatioixs 
For illustrative purposes only the situation where the population means 
of the independent variables are known has been studied for the domains: 
tenant, livestock and 100-219 fsxm size. As expected the vsTiance of the 
domain total estimators when the domain numbers are known, yielded the small­
est estimated variances. However, the estimator of the domain total given 
by % = 
compared favorably in terms of the order of variance with those of the 
estimators when N^ 's are iaaovrn. The second estimator of the domain total, 
C y . yielded tremendously large estimated variances. These results are 
given on table 7« 
Statistical significance of the results The results of this 
section have more statistical significance than economic connotations. The 
statistical significance is that in formulating linear estimators the prod­
uct of random variables in general seems to yield larger estimated variance. 
Population values of the independent variables should be utilized as much as 
possible and whenever available in the formulation of linear estim3.tors of 
population parameters of the dependent variables. 
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Table ?. Sstisiated domin total net feirm income and the corresponding 
estimated variance by domain, by independent variable and by type 
of estimators. 




0^=^ 3 Flj 9 
3c . 125,951,251 752,461 X 10^  
xt . 142,227,878 1,357,303 X 10^  
xf 129,821,033 , 1,150,836 X 10^  
125,350,331 1,016,567 X 10" 
K. unlziown 
I^j 15 
x, 164,481,771 23,703,248 X lO:? 
z; 155,737,680 49,682,094 X 10-g 
169,535,382 38,477,856 X 10:% 
163,697,020 33,799,752 X10"^  ^
ZL ' 164,518,333 1,894,758 X lO^ 
X: 161,845,652 1,959,724 X log 
162,369,707 1,946,664 X log 
160,535,515 1,901,044 X 10^  
LIVESTOCK 
N. knovm 
X, 264,018,510 2,369,681 X 10^  
xt 295,761,322 3,123,174 X 10^  
< 254,529,542 3,285,279 X lOq 
3^  263,720,175 2,587,420 X 10^  
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Table 7 (Continued) 
A A 
Y. vCY ) 
w o 
N. unknown 
i^j , 15 
XL 249,201,299 28,422,852 X ICC^  
xz 279,162,645 41,973,876 X10::^ 
240,244,869 37,980,960 X 10:% 
X: 248,919,707 30,972,543 X 10"^  
X. 248,770,655 2,761,868 X 10^  
285,658,886 2,190,111 X 10% 
X? 222,412,435 2,793,085 X 10% 
x^  244,660,317 2,888,322 X 10-^  
100-219 
N. knoY/n 
Y.=N. y. j j "Id. Q 
x^  157,579,562 692,862 X 10% 
173,020,949 1,079,797 X log 
g 160,959,582 956,187 X10. 
x^  , 159,358,236 988,036 X 10 
N. unknovjn 
% 
X. 157,093,123 12,508,504 X lO^ g 
x^  172,486,8# . 21,356,552 X lOir^  
xf-- 160,462,709 17,592,320 X io;g 
:% 158,806,306 18,007,819 X 10^  
5^ 
Y =N(w ) o 
 ^ x|^  156,451,379 888,592 X 10^  
X: 156,102,009 892,620 X log 
X? 144,745,737 867,628 X io" 
C 1153,198,745 866,255 X 10? 5^ 
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The Use of Domain Analysis in Economic 
Development Planning 
A more detailed discussion of the Snyder criterion and two modifications 
of it 
Statistical significance of the results The net farm incomes for 
the first two criteria, Snyder and a modification have been estimated using 
the procedures developed in this study (see tables 8 and 10). Simple re­
gression models using total farm acres, hog sales, crop sales and total farm 
sales were used. Multiple regression models were also used in estimating 
net farm incomes. 
Using simple and multiple regression models, a close agreement between 
the estimated farm incomes for the Snyder criterion and the first modified 
criterion was observed for the low economic status. However, a large dis­
crepancy between the corresponding estimates for the adequate economic 
status was obtained. The estimated net farm income for the modified cri­
terion was about one third of the corresponding estimate using the Snyder 
criterion, 
I 
More significant differences between the two estimated net farm incomes 
I 
(for both types of economic status) were obtained for the first modified cri­
terion than the Snyder criterion (see section on comparisons of domain means.) 
The feasibility of using the first modified criterion in identifying the 
economic status of farm families was further examined by compearing selected 
characteristics of the farm samples split by the Snyder criterion and by the 
first modified criterion. These selected characteristics are non-farm in­
Ill 
come; age of head of family; number of years of schooling of head of family; 
number of members of the family l6 years and over, and number of the faz&ily 
members below l6 years, number of male and female members of the family, 
expenditures on personal care, recreation and education; food purchased; 
value of food produced used for home consumption; expenditures on lunches 
outside of home; house operations expenditures ^ ith farm share on electric­
ity, fuel, telephone, etc; .household operations expenditure without farm 
/ . 
share on electricity, fuel, telephone, etc; cash borrowed; household oper­
ations expenditure v/ith farm share on electricity, fuel, telephone, etc. 
plus fSod purchases; and home equipment and furnishings expenditure (see 
tables 11, 12, 13 and l4). Only simple t-tests and simple arithmetic means 
were used in these analyses. Significant differences were obtained for the 
following variables using the Snyder criterion and the "low" and "adequate" 
categories; non-farm income, value of food produced and used for home con­
sumption, and for home equipment and furnishings expenditure. The only 
significant difference obtained for the first modified criterion was for 
non-farm income. In spite of this result, the comparison of low against low 
and adequate against adequate using both criteria yielded no significant 
differences between corresponding values. 
An aspect of this identification of sample farmers into types of eco­
nomic status is the examination of the percentage distribution of these 
farms by tenure of operator, type of farm operation and size of farm by eco­
nomic status. 
As shown in table 17, there are more tenant and owner identified as of 
low economic status than those classified of adequate category, using both 
the Snyder and modified criteria. There was an exact split in status in 
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both criteria zoz- fr^ rni operators cl^ sszizea ac 
of farm -a greater proportion, of farms ars classified as havinpj low rathsr than 
adequate economic states. However, it is surprising; to note that there are' 
• sore farns of less than 100 acres identified of adequate status bj the Snyder 
criterion and a 50-^ 0 classification by the modified criterion. ,iln addition­
al analysis of the farmers having farms less than ICO acres is ^ iven in table 
iS. It can be seen in this table that for farners in this group non-farm in 
cose erid noney borro-.7ed are larger thoji for those farmers classified as 
liaving adequate eccnoaic status (using both criteria). For the other char­
acteristics there is no definite trend. 
Another interesting aspect of the analysis prersnted in table 17 i- the 
relatively larger averige proportion of thm tenant-operators (35.37/^ ) than 
of orner-operators (JO.OO^ O v;ho are identified of a-ieriuate status using both 
criteria. The nmiber of general type farms and livestock farms identified 
by both criteria as of lov; economic status is .larger thsji the number iden­
tified as of adequate status. 
Selected characteristics by fares by economic status are s'lov.m in the 
appendiic tables (numbers 23 to 28 inclusive). Also, further analysis using 
e. second modified criterion v;as discontinued due to the rather irregular 
values of the v,sriables considered in the above discussions. This c.:.n be 
seen by comparing the values in table 13 with the corresponding values using 
the Snyder criterion. (See tables 30 and 31 in the appendix for additional 
information on the sample farms classified by this criterion.) 
Sconomic implications of results 
'•* I 
The eventual use of this type of analysis is in evciluating current 
development policy ejid in assessing the directionrl progress of developmental 
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plans already put into execution. Sconomic development policy is concerned 
with maximizing the rate of increase in the flow of goods and services with 
given resources, techniques and institutional set up (Higgins, 22). Quite 
often this rate of increase is measured in terms of productivity. There is, 
however, a need to differentiate .between production and productivity. The 
total production can be increased by simply increasing the working period but 
such an incre3.se is not necessarily economic progress. Production can also 
I 
be increased by increasing the proportion of active labor force to total 
population but such increase also rnay not be considered to be economic devel­
opment. 
Choices between a higher material standard of living and more leisure 
should be made by the people themselves. The role of the planner is only to 
indicate the nature of the choices to be made. 
An interesting result of the split of the fsrm sample into low and 
adequate economic status was that on the average the head of a family clas­
sified as of low economic status is relatively younger, lias more years of 
education and tends to spend more on recreation. This may be an indication 
1 
of the choice between better standard of living and more leisure among those 
low economic status farm family units. 
Also, as productivity rises it may be translated into a higher level 
of per capita income or into a larger number of children per number of the 
farm force. This is also a choice for the farmers to malce. In the eco­
nomic split used in this study, farm family units classified as of low eco­
nomic status tended to have smaller family size (4.06) than those considered 
to be of adequate economic status (4.52). This choice however should not be 
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left completely to the individual units. If some units have more children 
than they can support the rest of the community will be obliged to support 
them through group charity or through public welfare programs. The conse­
quential effect of this to econoraic development is that a proportion of the 
community's income that would otherwise contribute to increasing the rate of 
saving and the eventual acceleration of the rate of economic progress will 
go instead tov/.ard siippoi-ting a larger population at the sacrifice of those, 
who selected smaller families and more rapid progress. 
The encouraging result of using both criteria in splitting the sample 
farms into low and adequate economic status is that in both splits loi? eco­
nomic status farm units have snialler family size than those classified as of 
adequate economic status. This smaller family size may be due to the rel­
atively higher educational level and to the time devoted to recreational 
activities of those in the adequate economic status group. 
Thus while an economic development plan is aimed at raising per capita 
production in the shortest time possible, it is not a matter of indifference 
how this increase is achieved. Per capita income can be increased by longer 
working time, by saving a larger proportion of income (and thereby releasing 
; 
savings for investment activities), and by limiting family size. But the 
raise in output attained in this manner can be considered progress only if 
the gains outweigh the sacrifices in the view of the people concerned 
(Higgins, 22). 
One reason why economic planners have undertaken few statistical 
studies to quantify causal relationships between developmental periods, not 
withstanding the great potential value of such studies, may well be that in 
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the long run many more factors have an opportunity to influence matters than 
in the short run. Besides, causal ordering specifies which variables will 
be affected by intervention at a particular point in the economic structure 
or in.time. However all that is needed is that some probability can be as­
signed to the assertion that a first set of conditions will be followed by 
a second set and that operational asj^ jnetry exists (Meyer and Conrad, 3^ )* 
The operational significance of causal ordering in planning and evalu­
ation of a development program is.very important since it usually involves 
intervention at a certain point in time and in space. Consider, for example, 
the high dependence of the net farm income on hog sales for farm units clas­
sified as of low economic status. This is indicated by the high correlation 
coefficients (.6573 and .66II) shown in table I6, for the Snyder and first 
modified criteria respectively. If development plans are to be aimed at 
extending help to the members of this group, a good program is to stabilize 
the hog market. 
To determine whether such a program is giving the desired effects, a 
sajnple can be taken and domain analysis similar to that discussed here can 
also be run. For instance the above analysis has already indicated one 
reason for farmers' holding action to gain contract with meat processors. 
The high dependence of farm net income on hog sales and the high proportion 
of sample farm units identified as of low-economic status are strong indi­
cations that such movement will tal<e place sooner or later. Besides, ' 
farmers will seek actions which will stabilise their incomes. A source of 
income instability is the distributed lag or cobweb nature of producer 
response. This lag is represented by the commodity cycle with rather vio­
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lent inter-year fluctuation in price, production and farm income. This 
cycle is notable in such commodities as hogs, potatoes, beef and others 
where the production period and the expectation models used by farmers lead 
to distinct commodity cycles (Heady, 20). 
Some theoretical considerations of economic planning 
Considerations of the use of the results of the analytic studies of 
cross-section survey data to achieve increased understanding of the effects 
of policy decisions is now in order. It is desirable to distinguish three 
types of economic planning, namely private planning, economic policy plan.-
ning and program planning (Sonenblua and Stein, 4-2). 
Private planning is concerned with the activities of an individual, 
household, or organization directed toward the improvement of his or its 
future status in an environment over ^ hich relatively little control can be 
exercised. 
Economic policy planning involves the increase in the efficiency in the 
use of resources to attain socially desirable objectives. 
Program planning has to do #ith objectives which pertain to a single 
functional area such as the area of education, of urban renev/al, and of 
transportation. 
Some variables which can be obtained directly from the results of cross-
section surveys and their uses in national and state economic policy plan­
ning are given in table 9» 
To clarify the relevancy of the use•of the results of analytic studies 
in increasing the effects of policy decisions, the logic behind economic 
planning needs to be exajnined. The logic in economic planning can be dia-
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i/ne aoove aiagraa a^ co shovis tne principal informational co^ pon:nts of 
the economic planning procesf-. Those conponsnts are a set of szo^ enoas 
variables, a set of endogenous vari&blsc, a sot of technological mi behav­
ioral relationships .and a system of valiiinj both policy actions ..ail bhoir 
conreouencos. (Tinbergen 46, 4?). 
Exogenous variables are those factors r;hich are not affected by the 
plan althou^ they nay influence the plan and do influence its consequences, 
Eo-ever, the aagnitude of soae of theie exogenous variables cl:ji be chanped 
by the planner, ^ hile tho iiiagnitu^ g of others cannot. ïhoce e"oponou3 var-
can be changed by the "clanner are called -oolicy izi.strmients. 
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A policy instrument can be a single factor or a set of complex relation­
ships. 
The set of technological and behavioral relationships describes the/ 
interactions within the economic system and determines the effect a change 
in the exogenous variables ivill have on the endogenous variables. 
Endogenous variables are those factors which the econoniic planner is 
attempting to alter in order to attain the socially desirable objectives of 
the economic plan. The function for valuing the consequences of altering 
endogenous variables is called social welfare function. 
Consider a simple Tinbergen's model welfare function IV defined as 
W= f(y ,x ); 
'' j=l)2,»••J0 
I 
where the y's are the exogenous variables and the x's are the instrument 
variables. Suppose the economic plan was designed to maximize W subject to 
the following conditions 
1. V/ is finite and bounded and may be represented by a specific form 
'vï= A'y + 3'x 
(Also, W is a preference function, say) 
2. Ay = Bx + Cv 
is the system of behavioral and technological relationships. A,B and C are 
matrices of coefficients and A' and 3' are transposes of A and B, respec­
tively and the v*s are irrelevant variables (data), 
5. The following boundary conditions (constraints) hold 
y .  ^Y *=• y 
x . ^ x x 
nan — — max. ' 
/ 
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Suppose A is assumed to be nonsingular such that A ^  exists, then an 
estimator of y is 
y = A"^ BX + A ^ CV 
Suppose it is also assumed that B is nonsingular such that B ^  exists, then 
an estimator of x is 
X = B~^  Aj - Cv 
The estimation of % demonstrates the reversal of the role of goal and in­
strument variables in economic theory and in economic policy. The esti­
mating equation for x can be used for projecting the quantity needed levels 
'of variables termed instrument variables in economic theory. 
Economic projections and establishment of goals on the basis of the results 
of analytic studies 
An economic policy model consists of three parts; the characterisation 
of the policy problem, the selection problem and the steering problem 
(Sengupta, 40), 
The characterization of the-policy problem is concerned with the spec­
ification of the preference function, of the quantitative model and the 
boundary conditions. 
The selection problem has to do trith the classification of variables 
by their properties like randomness, controllability and time dependence. 
The steering problem is concerned with the derivation of optimum deci­
sion rules in a static and dynamic sense, the flexibility of optimal deci­
sion making under changing conditions due to risk, uncertainty and the 




The iiaportance of using the results of analytic, studies in. economic 
policy planning cszi be fully appreciated if a digression is made in presenting 
some basic differences between economic policy and economic theory. 
The conventional economic theory neglects the problem of specification 
of the preference function and the alternative costs associated with the use 
of a particular set of instrument variables. Other matters ivhich are usually 
neglected are the effect of chezLging the preference function, and the question 
of consistency of the system of equations in the model. 
An economic policy model cannot simply be a forecasting model like an 
ordinsjry econometric model due to the reverse role of the goal and instruments 
variables. Provisions should be made for the three parts of an economic pol­
icy model. Besides, an economic policy is not oiil;- concerned with the analy­
sis of the consistency or simply the optimization of some objective functions 
but' is also concerned with the deterrrâns.tion of the reliability of the optir 
/ ; • ' 
mal policy and the flexibility of the suboptimal policy through the use of 
various statistical theories. The problems of decomposition of submodels 
/ 
into a set of submodels and the combinations of submodels into an overall 
model are also, considered in economic policy. 
Predictions on the basis of the parameters of adequate economic status 
domains Consider a simple case in which average farm acreage is the goal 
variable, average farm income is the policy instrument and hog sales, crop 
sales and total farm sales are data variables. A predicting equation for 
average fajrm acreage can be set up ais follows 
 ^\ (Y-Î) 4. (Xj-Sj) 
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Suppose the economic planner is interested in knowing the average farm 
acreage on the basis of certain desirable subgroups of the population, for 
example, the adequate - economic - status domain,. 
If the average farm acreage ijill be predicted, for example for 19^ 5» the 
predicting equation will be 
%1 = ÎL 5y * Sx, (5-^ ) 
r 
+ 5x^  %-S> 
where the underscored variables refer to those of the base year. The esti­
mated means 7, and are taken from current surveys or csji be esti-
Gated frcia the corresponding social welfare functions. 
The predicting equations for the average îaxn acreage by criterion used 
in identifying the economic status of the fajrm households are; 
1. Snyder criterion 
1  _ _  I r  
1^ ^ ^  FT?? 3^  I 
+ 0.06 ,(Xi^ -x^ ) - 0.11 (X^ -x^ )] 
2. Modified criterion 
_/ 1 1 r. 
x^ l = (Y-y) + L 0.04(X^ -x^ ) 
+ 0«03 (X^ —x^ ) — 0»01(X^ —x^ )^  
where the regression coefficients v/ere estiinated by domain estimation proce­
dures . 
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Agfs^ e,nation bias due to the numerical values of EiicroT)aransters The 
prediction of overall domains or overall areas can be done by considering the 
domains or areas as strata. The prediction problem becomes one of estimation 
of a stratified sampling design using v/orking regression slope estimators. 
The use of -jorking regression slope estimators may, have minimized the 
a-SSregation bias due to the nœierical values of aicroparameters. The regres­
sion coefficients are independent under the scheme of estimation just dis­
cussed, There is also no contribution to the varisaice of the predicted value 
from the variance of regression coefficients when working slope procedure is 
used. It should be pointed out, however, that the bias using separate regres­
sion estimator may be large if the bias in each domain has the same sign. 
The aggregation bias due to the values of niicropaxameters arises from 
obtaining values of raicroparaiieters from any linear combinations of aicro-
pararaeters. , This procedure of obtaining estimates of microparameters is 
similar to the use of a combined regression estimator in a stratified sam­
pling design. An estimate of optimum (most precise) micro-regression co­
efficients can be obtained from the results of analytic studies. These opti­
mum values 8jrs obtained by weighing each micro-regression coefficients in­
versely as their variances. Estimated vaa-iances are available from the 
' 
results of domain analysis. 
The other sources of aggregation bias as listed by Theil arc the 
statistical methods of estimation used and the behavior of exogenous vari-
I 
ables over time. The methods of estimation used in arriving at the estimates 
of y's and b's have already been discussed in this study. • The behavior of 
exogenous variables over time is beyond the scope of this study, ' 
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Predicted values as neaiis of setting up economic Roals In. formulating 
regional development programs, considerations must be given to the establish­
ment of goals. These goals are usually estimated from a set of mathematical 
relationships which represent the economy of a region or of some aspects of 
it (Leven, 31), 
Predicted values for one region where development programs have been 
executed can be used as economic goals in other regions where similar pro£rar.is 
are to be applied. More intelligent decisions can be exercised on setting 
economic goals this nay, since analytic studies can be used to achieve a 
better understanding of the processes relevant to policy decisions. 
Hesults of analytic studies in evaluating development programs 
Land use.as a policy instrument The usual economic development plan 
concentrates on capital use. It assumes implicitly th3.t if an appropriate 
allocation of capital is obtained the appropriate allocation of management, 
labor and Iroid will follow automatically. Decisions as to land use are left 
to individual investors, local governments, and to national government imple­
menting agencies within the frame work of capital allocation which is provided 
in the economic development pls.n (Higgins, 22). 
The first requirement as a guide to the inclusion of land use aspect of 
development in the plan is a clear understanding of %hat is happening at the 
appropriate level of the economic system. It is in this understanding that 
the results of analytic studies can be very useful. 
Evaluation in the usual way of the consequences of the plan requires that 
a value be assigned to both policy instruments and endogenous variables, that 
is, the values in the social welfare function should be, expressed as cardinal 
numbers. Under conditions of limited .resources and other constraints and in 
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the absence of suitable information about the social v/elfare function, the 
selection, of policy packages is done by ordering the positively valued policy' 
instruments according to their desirability. Selection is done by mcTing dov^ n-
v;ard from the highest to the lo;vest until the point is reached ivhere available 
resources are exhausted. This selection process may be a tedious one and may 
result to some kind of ambiguity. If the planner csn. simulate the consequences 
of the plan either u"ith mathematical models or ?ith înore pragmatic but lees 
elegant analyfcicaJ. methods the ambiguity :i;ay be avoided (Sonenbluiû and Stern, 
42). 
In the discussion on page 112 it was noted that a greater proportion of 
less than 100 acres farm were classified as of adequate economic status. It 
was also observed tliat îsx~: households in this less than 100 acre fzirn size 
group tended to hc.ve larger non-farn income and tended to borrow larger sujis 
of money. 
The results of this Analytic study seem to indicate t'lat if land u^ e is 
regulated tliz'ough acreage control and acreage allotment — giving an effect, of 
smaller sized farm — there should be provisions in the plan for adequate non-
farn emplo^ Tnent opportunities and sufficient credit facilities for immediate 
eventualities (short run effects). Agricultural development generally lacks 
the power of self initiation. In the aggregate it lîiust depend mainly on 
' I 
public legislation to obtain nereis of increasing price managing output 
(Heady, 20). This lack of self initiation is enough reason to incorporate in 
the program for the short run effects of the change in the policy instruraent. 
Tenure of operator as a policy 'instrument Another policy instrument 
which cen be studied through domain ans2ysis is farm tenure. Seduction of 
tenure uncertainties through promotion of corner occupiership lias been in­
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corporated in many land reform programs (Based on class lectures in Economics 
512 by Dr. Timnons, 45). The other consequental effect of ovrner occupiership 
is.the stabilization of the, farmers' income. The result of the domain analysis 
conducted in this study v/hich has relevance to tenure policies is the relative­
ly greater proportion of tenants identified as of adequate economic stat'os (see 
I 
table 17). 
Current agricultural surveys as v;.ell as censuses of agriculture in the 
Philippines have shcvm ttiat farm ownership promotes permanent agriculture. 
Owner-operated farms tended to have more fruit trees' than non-oy,'ner operated 
" I 
farms (Gutierrez, I6). The inunediate effect of this promotion of ovraor-occu-
piership is the reduction in acreage devoted to field crops 7/hile the long run 
effect is that there might be an excess of supply of some of these perennial 
crops. The effect of this tendency on the development of the country can be 
tracked through analytical studies of current agricultural surveys. The 
studies of the distribution of farm households by economic status is a fea­
sible way. 
In another study Dalisay and Gutierrez (7) suggested the establishment 
of crop acreages through physical planning. Even v/ith this tj-pe of planning 
there is still a need to run' analytic studies on the income distribution of 
the sample farm household. 
Building informational system for economic policy from the results of 
I 
analytic studies To understand the economic aspects of the nature, causes ' 
and problems of development there is a need to interpret development as a 
process. For to consider development as a process is to exajnine it as a form 
of progressive action, a working out of certain principal!, forces that lead to 
certain results. There are many structures in economic development #hich maj' 
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be used for the general framework of aiialysis within which to fit individual 
case studies of development and thus assess the importance of particular 
events (Meier and Baldwin, 33)» 
Structural parameters like the regression coefficients for some desir­
able- domain, for example, adequate-economic-status domain, can be accumulated 
tlirough the appropriate analytic studies.' 
Estimates of means for such desirable subgroups of the population can also 
be obtained from the results of domain analysis. The population values for 
such subgroups are often not available nor are generally included in census 
schedules. 
Once these parameters are accumulated, they can be put together to for# 
a sensible pattern of development. The relevant process of development can be 
better understood this way. 
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Table 8. Estimated estimated domain mean (^ Ij.) and the correspond­
ing estimated variances of the doaain aean, estimated covariance oi 
2^ . ,CL. by economic statiis using Snyder and a modified criterion 
— O • -^ 0 • 
and by independent variable using simple regression type ectinator 






















































I .07370 -.00280 -.02200 -.06600 .001020000 .000068000 .000033000 .000147000 486.28 342.46 499.96 313.07 38,381 39,238 46,44o .1,729,603 ..38 1.84 .23 334.00 
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Table 9« Details of an iixforriational system related, to classes of variables 
used in national and state economic policy planning and program 
planning 
Type of Planning 
Economic Program 
National State Educ. Welfare Hec 
Class, of Variable ^  
Flow variables 
Employment: by industry G G NC NC NC 
Land Tjse NO I NC NC NC 
Consumption expenditures 
by commodity NO NC NC . G G 
Private investment expen­
ditures by commodity NC NC NC NC NC 
Tax payments to federal 
gov't (tax structure) I NC NC NC NC 
Tax payments to state 
gov't (tax structure) ÏÏC I NC NC NC 
Income 
Property income NC NC NC NC NC 
Wages • ' NC NC G NC NC 
Gov't transfer payments I I NC I NC 
Income distribution G NC NC NC NC 
Sh-ort run stock variables 
Population: age, sex, color NC 
1 . 
G NC NC NC 
Households; size, color HC NC NC NC NC 
Labor force 
By industry NC G NC NC NC 
By occupation NC NC NC RC NC 
Derived indicators 
Unemployment rate of ' 
labor force ' G G NC NC NC 
Smpty land • G G NC NC NC 
Average income per 
household per year G G G G NC 
goal variable; I, policy instrument, directly or indirectly con­
trollable; HC, noneontrollable variable. 
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Table 10, Estimated P and 0 , estiitiated domain mean . and the cor-
w ' c' 'Ij. 
responding estimated variances of the domain mean, estimated co-
variance for y_ . c^ . by economic status using both Snyder and a 
.•i-3» -i-J* 
modified criterion and.by independent vaz^ iable using simple and 
multiple regression-type estimators 










































































1,121.97 288,122 +180.30 
1 
jbOTsr vs. CO variance 
Adeq. _ term v(y^  -y^  ) 
%: 43,589 431,193 
ué 446,698 -341,201 
XF 58,383 ,344,099 
50,950 401,749 
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533.20 80,340 - 8.33 
Lo^ " vs. covarien ce 
Adeq. term 
+82,600 79,977 
-673,332 768,085 4 +53,396 107,746 
=3 -2,221,240,126 -2,224,126,029 
I 
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Table 11. Comparison of means of selected characteristics of sample farmers 
split into loir and standard economic status •using Snyder crite­
rion, the difference between the means ànà the corresponding 
standard error;of the difference 
Iteas Sconoaic Status Differ-
Low Adeauate ence 
Standard er­
ror of the 
difference 
Non farm income $ 787.12 2,881.65 2,094.53 572.03 
Age of head of ..family 48.21 49.65 1.42 3.98 
No. of yrs. of education 10.06 9.42 -0.64 0.68 
Wo, 16 years and over 2.38 2.84 0.46 0.32 
ÎÎO, below 16 years 1.68 1.68 0 0.55 
No, male rsembers 2.19 2.42 0.23 0.36 
Ko, female niembers 1.87 2.11 0.25 0.41 
Personal care # 76.95 105.79 ' 26.84 16.56 
Recreation expenditure S 82.59 89.42 6.83 20.83 
Education expenditure $ 45.18 118.89 73.71 . 47.00 
Food 
Purchased 909.61 974.29 64.68* 144.52 
Produced S 580.49 255.05 rl47.44 70.62 
Lunch out 1 121.52 132.05 10.53 40.96 
/ 
Household operation $ 475.46 498,41 22.95 56.04 
w/farm sîiare 
Household operation • $  345.78 394.41 48.65 40.83 
w/o farm share 
Household operation #1 ,306.54 1,472.80 166.26 595.45 
plus food purchases ** 
Home equipment $ 62.24 504.94 242.70 41.57 
and furnishings 
Honey borrowed 03 ,857.10 5,870.52 15.42 2,094.45 
** P level .01>p 
* P level •01'<fp<.05 
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Table 12. Coraparisons of aeansof selected characteristics of sample farmers 
split into loir and adequate economic status using sodified crite­
rion, the difference betvieen the means and corresponding standard 
error of the difference 
Standard er-
Items Economic Status ' Differ- ror of the 
Loir Adec!U3.te ence difference 
i •- • 
Non-farm income $1,163,ko 2,397.74 1,234.34* 600,56 
Age of head of family 48.36 49.53 1,13 4,12 
No, of yrs. of education 10.03 9.41 —0.62 0,71 
No. of 16 yrs. and over 2.45 2.76 0,31 0,30 
No, belot- 16 years 1.45 2.12 0.67 0.57 
No, msJ.e aesbers 2,21 2,41 0.20 0,40 
No, ferrale members 1.70 2,47 0.77 0,69 
Personal care $ 86.81 87.82 1.01 17.49 
Recreation $ 90.57 74.76 -15.81 21.22 
Education $ 78.30 63.29 -15.02 48.27 
Food 
Purchased S 927.45 947,47 20.02 148,40 
Produced $ 315.24 342.15 26.91 75.64 
Lunch out s. 136.68 103.88 -32.80 41.70 
Household operation 3 477.29 497.68 20.39 171.19 
w/farm share 
Household operation 8 346.78 398.27 51.49 42.93 
Ts/o farm share 
Household operation $1,352.17 1,404.09 51.92 57.52 
food purchased 
Home equipment and 
151.65 8.28 furnishings S 159.93 57.50 
Money borrowed 93,555.71 4,458.39 902.68 2,096.85 
• P level .01<P<.05 
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Table 13« Comparisons of means of selected characteristics of saiaple farmers 
identified as of adsqtiate economic status using Snyder and a 
modified criteria, the difference between the means and the corre­
sponding standard error of the difference 
Standard er 
Itéras Snyder Modified Differ­ ror of the 
criterion criterion ence difference 
Non-farm income , 32,881.65 2,397.74 -483.91 409.15 
Age of head of farally 49.63 49.53 —0#10 2.78 
Ho. of yrs. of education 9.42 9.41 —0«01 0.51 
No. I'o yrs. and over 2.84 2,76 -0.08 0.22 
Ko. beloTi Id years 1.68 2.12 0.44 0.42 
No. Tna.le meabers 2.42 2.47 —0.01 0.24 
No. female members 2.11 2.47 0.36 0.94 
Personal care $ 105.79 87.82 -15.97 39.99 
Recreation $ 89.42 74.76 —l4.66 40.19 
Education S 118.89 63.29 -55.60 114.15 
Food 
Purchased s 974.29 947.47 —26.82 281.02 
Produced s 233,05 342.15 • 109.10 142.73 
Lunch' out $ 132.05 103.88 -28.17 88.67 
Household operation s 498.41 497.68 -0.73 364.87 
w/farm share 
Household operation $ 394.41 398.27 3.86 97.16 
w/o farm share 
Household operation 51,472.80 1,404.09 -68.71 129.79 
food purchased 
-145.01 114.75 Home equipment and $ 304.94 159.93 
furnishings 
Money borrowed $3,870.52 4,458.09 587.87 4,320.93 
a 
No significant difference was obtained 
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Table l4. Comparisons of mesjis of selected characteristics of sample farmers 
identified as of iott economic status using Snyder and a modified 
criteria, the difference' between the means and the corresponding 
standard error of the difference 
Standard er-
Itei2s Snyder Modified Differ- ror of the 
criterion criterion ence ^  difference 
Non-farm income $ 787.12 1,163.40 376.28 857.54 
Age of head of fanily 48.Z1 48.36 0.15 5.97 
ITo. of years of education 10.06 10.03 -0.03 0.98 
I'To, of 16 yrs. and over 2.38 2.45 0.07 0.44 
Ko. belo? 16 JTS. 1.68 1.45 -0.23 0.78 
No. raale merabers 2.19 2.21 0.02 0.65 
No. female nieabers 1.87 1.70 -0.17 0.55 
Personal care $ 76.95 86.81 9.86 23.03 
Recreation S 82.59 90.57 7.98 32.81 
Education 
Food 
Purchased $ 909.61 927.45 17.84 228.06 
Produced 380.49 315.24 65.25 113.11 
Lunch out $ 121.52 136.68 15.16 60.27 
Household operation S 476.46 , 477.29 0.83 243.51 
w/farm share 
Household operation $ 345.78 346.78 1.00 57.19 
v/o farm share 
liousehold operation $1 ,306.54 1,352.17 45.63 78.78 
food.purchased 
Hoae equipment and s 62.24 151.65 89.41 71.83 
furnishings 
Money borrowed 83,857.10 3,555.71 301.39 3,137.66 
a 
No significant difference vras obtained 
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Table 15» Comparisons of means of selected characteristics of sample farmers 
' split into low and adequate econoaic status using a second modified 
criterioni the difference between the means and corresponding 
standard error of the difference 
Itéras Economic Status Differeni 
LOTf Adequate 
Non-farm incoiae 81,330.70 1,961.75 631.05 
Age of head of family 49.80 47.20 -2.60 
Ko, of yrs. of education 10.03 9.50 -0.33 
No, of 16 yrs. and over 2.57 2.55 -0.02 
No. below 16 yrs. 1.47 2.00 0.53 
lio. of raale raeabers 2.30 2.25 -0.15 
No. of feniale nenbers 1.73 2.30 0.57 
Personal care 8 94.32 76.40 -17.92 
Eecreation 5 98.06 ' 65.90 -32.16 
Education S 84.69 55.95 -28.74 
Food 
Purchased Si,004.13 829.50 -174.63 
Produced S 265.91 4i2.4o 146.49 
Lunch out S 154.75 81.70 -73.05 
Household operation ë 487.22 479.75 -7.47 
•?r/farm share 
Household operation S .362.00 367.75 5.75 
w/o fara share 
Household operation #1,430.19 1,279.35 -150.84 
food purcliased 
-106.78 Home equipment and $ 197.18 90.40 
furnishings 
$3,692.20 4,118.25 Money borrowed 426.05 
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Table l6. Estinated correlation coefficients between independent variables 
and dependent variable and among independent variables by type of 
identifying criterion 






0.1512 0.6722 0.4089 0.0382 
0.6375 0.3999 0.6611 0.4619 
0.2329 0.2364 0.0762 0.0133 
0.6130 ' 0.7364 0.6696 0.0073 
0.5438 0.2887 0.3303 0.2173 
=1'=4 0.4313 0.8097 0.7027 ' 0.4293 
.0.3209 0.8037 0.6976 0.3076 
0.1348 , 0.3267 0.1703 0.3346 
0.8494 -0.0304 0.8192 0.7210 
0.2731 0.3961 0.2499 0.4397 
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Table 1?. Percentage distribution of sample farn^s by economic status by 
criteria in. identifyiag economic status, by tenure of operator, 
by type of faria a:ad by size of faris 
Tenure of operator Tenant Ormer Part-omer 
Low 54.54 75.00 50.00 
•Snyder 
Adequate 45.46 25.00 50.00 
Low 72.73 65.00 50.00 
Modified 
' Adequate 27.27 35.00 • 50.00 
Type of farm Cash Dairy & General Livestock 
grain poultry 
Low 50.00 66.67 75.00 61.31 
Snyder 
Adequate 50.00 33.33 25.00 38.69 
Low 80.00 16.67 87.50 65.38 
Modified -
Adequate 20.00 83.33 12.50 34.62 
Size of fans 100 100-219 219 
Lor 25.00 68.18 81.25 
Snyder 
Adequate 75.00 31.82 18.75 
Low 50.00 63.64 81.25 
Modified 
Adequate 50.00 36.36 18.75 
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Table l8. Selected characteristics of sample : farms le; 3s than 100 acres, 
mean value and t he corresponding st; andard e: iTor of the mean 
Items Mean Standard error 
value of the nean 
Kon-fara incoiae 83,342.70 394.17 
Age of 'head of family 48.33 4.76 
No. of yrs, of education 9.33 0.71 
Wo. 16 yrs. and over 2.58 0.29 
No. beloTT 16 years 1.38 0.70 
No, Etale iaerabers 2.00 0.90 
No. female mecibers 2.16 0.49 
Personal care $ 68.16 9.38 
Recreation $ 81.41 22.42 
Education & 29.30 5.70 
Food 
Purchased S 963.21 133.23 
Produced $ 204.49 68.48 
Lunch out t 128.74 32.66 
Household operation S 385.90 43.94 
it/farm share 
Household operation S 328.90 27.97 
•tr/o farm share 
Household operation 31,200.43 148.79 
& food purchased 
Household equipment S 183.99 41.38 
& furnishings 
Honey borrowed $1,607.02 888.31 
Table 19. Percentage distribution of sample farms by t enure of operator, by 
tj'pe and by size of fanas 
Tenure of operator Tenant 0?ner Part-oîmer 
44.00 40.00 16.00 
Type of farn Cash Dairy & General Livestock 
grain •Doultry 
16.00 52.00 20.00 12.00 
Size of fana 100 100-219 219 
24.00 44.00 32.00 
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aSCOMHEKDATIO&S FOR FUTUBE 2SSEA3CII 
• _ On the Statistical Aspect of the Study 
!Ihe statistical estimating procedures of this study need to be extended 
to various sampling designs, for example, for stratified sampling design and 
two stage sampling design. These procedures should also he examined for the 
case where two-way.subgrouping is necessary for the sample units. This 
aspect corresponds to a t^ o-way stratification. 
There is sJLso a need for exajaining the behavior of the estimators used 
in this study in relation to the size of the domain. A related problem is 
the investigation of behavior of the properties of the estimators obtained 
from the procedures considered of this study as the overall sample size 
increases. 
For domains such as the livestock domain in this study there might be a 
need to conduct a Monte Carlo study in order to study the behavior of the 
estimated variances when facsimiles of the' population means of the independent 
variables are used in the estimating relationship instead of the population 
means. ' 
On the Economic Aspect of the Study 
Further studies should be conducted on the economic implications of 
testing the hypotheses that there are no significant differences between the 
means of two or more domains and of testing the hypotheses that the differ­
ences between two or more domain means are not significantly different from 
some predetermined values. The results of these studies may be vital tools 
for the decision makers as regards expansion or contraction of some develop­
ment programs. 
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The possibilities of modifying established criteria in identifying 
chronically lov; economic status have been demonstrated in this study. This 
implies that other criteria need to be established, especially criteria ^ hich 
can be obtained from cross-section survey data. 
•There is also a need for comparing; or testing the results of this study 
against similar procedures in evaluating economic developnent program using 
time series data. 
The economic significance of using fewer variables with high degree of 
correlation rather than using more variables v/ith lov? decree of correlation 
with the dependent variables needs to be studied further. 
I4l 
SUI-îMAEY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The feasibility of applying domain analyses, using regression-type esti-
nators has been studied. The study, however, involved two aspects: the sta­
tistical aspect and the economic aspect. The statistical aspect involved the 
formulation of linear estimators appropriate for the analytic studies of the 
means of different domains sjid the subsequent examination of the properties 
of these estimators. While the economic'aspect of the study was concerned 
"ivith investigations of the possibilities of usin^  ^these linesjr estimators for 
planning and evaluation of development programs based on cross-section sur­
vey data. 
Five general models have been considered in the development of regres­
sion or ratio-type estimators appropriate for the estination of domain means. 
These models ivere arbitrarily called ratio-type estimators laaxiauai likelihood 
regression tj'pe estimators, working slope regression type estimators, group 
regression type estimators and conditional type estimators. The basic con­
cepts in this development ?ere to meet the requirements of regression esti­
mators appropriate for situations where the samples were dravra. from finite 
population and where the domain sample number is itself a random variable. 
The results of the study indicated the superiority of the maximum-likelihood 
type. However, the working slope and conditional type estimators compared 
favorably with that of the maximum lUcelihood types in terms of estimated 
variances of the estimated domain means ajid the estimated covariances bet­
ween y^  . and c^  and in terms of the magnitudes of the estimated domain 
-3 
means. Although the group regression type estimators yielded relatively much 
larger estimated variances of the estimated domain means the me^ itudes of 
the estimated domain means compared satisfactorily ?ith those obtained using 
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the other estimating procedures. 
'Since the above procedures of estiisr-ting the domain r.eans Mve been ' 
developed using the Icnoim population r.eans of the independent variables, the 
feasibility of using suitable facsinilies of the population ir.eans based on 
partial domain information has also been considered. The results of these 
considerations v/ere favorable to the use of these facsimilies in the esti­
mating relationships in estimating the domain means. The estimated variances 
of the estimated domain means thus obtained compared favorably with estinia.ted 
domain means obtained usine the population neans. 
The possibility of extending these estiriation concepts to-those of multi­
ple regression type estiiiiators was .9J.S0 e:canined. The exclusion or inclusion 
of variables, like in ordinary regression models, depended on the degree of 
correlation among variables. The results- however of this aspect of the study 
were favorable to the use of multiple regression type of estimators of the 
doiria.in rnesns. 
To bring out 'the economic aspect of the study, ectimatin- procedures 
developed in the study iiere applied on a random ssjnple of lov/a f.;irmers. 
Various subgrouping which are usually used in classifying farms vrere consid­
ered. These classifications were farm tenure, t;rpe of farm and si^ e of farm. 
However only one subgroup in each classification was used. For tenure, 
tenant-operated farms; for type, livestock farms and for si^ e,,farms of 100-
219 acres were used. 
The dependent variable taken was net fsjrm income and the independent 
variables were total acres in farm, hog sales, crop sales, and total farm 
sales. For estimating the net farm income using simple'linesr relationships 
and with the population means of the independent variables known, the total • 
Ik3 
acres on farm and total farm sales were the better explanatory variables. 
While when the facsimilies of the population means of the independent varia­
bles were used hoc sales seemed to be a better explanatory^  variable for esti­
mating the net farm income. 
Further investigations of this aspect of the study was extended to the 
possibilities of using domain approach of analyses in evaluating and planning 
of development programs. Che concept of identifying chronic low economic 
status as developed in the Roosevelt Foundation studies -.vas applied in these 
investigations. Also the possibility of using modifications of this concept 
was considered. 
The results of this study seemed to indicate that if certain groups or 
units of the universe have been exposed to development stimuli and the effect 
can be measured or reflected in terns of standard measures of economic develop­
ment for example inco?r.e, then domain analyses may be used in the evaluations 
and planning of devolopnent programs. The results of this study also indi­
cated the possibility of using modifications of the Roosevelt Foundation 
criteria in identifjâng low end adequate economic status;among farm.households. 
The feasibility of using the results of snal-ytic studies for economic 
projections and establishment of economic goals, and for building an inform­
ational system for evaluating development programs was also discussed. 
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Approximate Variance Forsiulas 
Approximate formula for Var'(u,v) 
An approximation of 'Var(u,v) may be arrived as follows 
u—U 
Let u = U(l T A u), where •A.u = ' 
IJ ' 
v-V ' 
V = V(l + A v), where Av = 
V 
S(Au) = S(av) = 0 
Var u ' 
EA^ u = 
u2 
. Var v 





No'i? uv can be written as 
uv = W(l + a-u) (1 + Av) 
= wcl + ckv + 2auav) 
'Var (u,v) = E(uv - W)^  
= + a^v + 2auav) 
; Var u Yaxi v 2 Cov(u,v) 
= . —5— + —r— + — 
XT W 
= Var 11 + 11^  Var v + 2 TJV Cov(u,v) 
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Approximate formula for Var<^ i 
FolloViing the procedure in obtaining the approximate formula for VarCu,v) 
the corresponding formula for Vart^ J can likewise be obtained 
u U (1 + u) TJ 
— — _ • = — (l + A U.) (l + Av) 
v V (1 + t) V , 





—• = — (1 +Au) (1 — AT + ÔV— •••) 
2 
=  —  ( l + a u - a v -  a  u a v  +  a v -  . . . )  
. ^ 2 
=  —  ( 1  +au - at - auat + a v) 
V 
this neglecting all terras higher than second order. 
u u C-,2 
7ar(— ) = E I — ] 
- . - T V V 
^ 2 2  
= —t e(a u -f a t - 2a'u4t) 
m Var u Var t 2 Cot(u,t) -i 
- 2  p —  2  J  V  L u  V  u  V  
1 p 
= -r r Var u + K Var t - 2R Cov(u,v) 1 
*-
ÏÏ 




Approximate formula for Var —J 
The extension of the approximations given above to the approximate for-
•u^ u ' 
nula for Var (——) can easily be done by noting that can be written 
as follows; 
•u^ u^  Cl + (1 + AUg) 
7 V (1 + 6v) 
n.n 
= (1 ) (1 +AU ) (1 + 6v) 
V  ^
% 2 
= J— (1 + AU  ^ 4- ATl  ^ (1 -AV + A V -
by 'Taylor expansion, and 
^^ 2 , ^ 1^ 2 2 
— i (1 + AU^  + AU^  + AU^ A - AV + A V - AXl^ AV -âU^ Av) 
with terms higher than second order neglected. Now 
2 _ 2p 2 iL'u n n -| u-u p p p 
E)-^  - j = g .EC6 +A Tig + A V + 2aU^ AU2 
- 2AU^ AV - 2^ %i^ v) 
with terms of second order or lower retained, then 
^ [ 2^^  r "x Var 2 CovCTi^ ,^ )^ 
V • V^  V^  ïï^ ïï^  
2 Gov Ctijv) 2 CoyCu j^t) 





Approximate formula for Var ^  J 
1^^ 2 
^^ 2 By writing in the following form: 
% 
(1+AtL,) (1 
(1 +AT^ ) (1 + AVg) 
n^ n. , 
= (1 +^vu ) (1 +AU ) (1 +Av )"-^ Ci + a? 
v^ v 





eT-^  ^- -^ ] = \ + apcu + apT^  + «Fv 
'Va  % "A 
+ a&U^ AU^  - 2A'U^ AV^  - SiU^ AV^  
- 2AU^ AV^  - 2Au^ Vg t 2av^ AV2) 
then 
. °iV r  ^ 2^ 1 
Var 2 CovCu^ jU^ ) , 2 Cov(u^ ,v^ ) 
—— + ' — ' ' 
^2  ^ % Vl 
1% 
2 CovCu^ jV^ ) 2 CovCu^ jV^ ) 2 CovCu^ jV^ ) 
% ' % ' % 




Exact formula for bias in — 
V 
u u  ^ 1 
Cot(— ; = El — V - SC—JEV J 
Tr L Y tr 
u 
=  S u -  E ( — ) E V  
T 
therefore 
u E(u) Cov(-,v) 
E(—^  = - — 
T S(v) 2(v) 
u u 
and bias in — is - Cov(— , vj 
v v 
Approximate covariance formulas 
Approximate formula for CoT ) 
By definition 
Un u,,  ^ \ 
CoT(— , U  )  =  s (  — . - E ~ Su^  ) 
v  t v .  
where 
2^^ 2^ 1^^ 2 2 
—— = , (1 + au_ + au - av a v - atl-av 
V V ^ • 
- A U^ AT + AU^ A Ug) 
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 ^\ 2 S( ( 1 4- - ÔV + A V - AtLjôv) 
V V 
="2 = ^ 2 
îaenc e 
 ^ÏÏiU^  rCovCu^  jU^ ) CovCxi^ v) 
covc^, T )= - ^ r —  
T V L U,U 1-2 V 








= 1 1 +AiL -f-ÛU +ÛU, ÛVl - 6V_ - AT 
Va % 
+ A Vg - -flU^ AV^  - AU^ AV^  
2 2 -, 
- AU^ V^  - /i - A Y^j 
u. U. 
E f — )= — r 1 +Ati. - AV. + 6V. - AU.AV. 1 , 1=1,2 V- ' -IT L ^ ^ ^ XIJ 
"'i \ 
hence 
tL, U U-U_ -.CovCtU ,U ) CovCv-, ,T ) 
Cov(^ ,-^ }= -i-â) ^
'2 % % 
CovCu^ jV^ ) , Cov(u^ ,v^ ) 
% % 1 
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Table 20. -Tenant operated farms* ITet farm income, total acre, hog sales, 
crop sales and totsl faxm sales of sample tenant operated farms 
in Iowa, I96I.' 
Farm Wet Total Eog Crop Total 
Ko. farm 
income 
acre sales sales farm 
sales 
2 S 500 80 $ 4,492 0 S 5,156 
3 3 -800 43 0 S 350- $ 350 
4 S 5,000 160 '1 6,650 0 s 7,790 
5 0 160 0 S 2,932 s 2,932 
8 S 4,200 200 900 S 2,739 s 5,414 
9 S 1,43& 120 % 1,129 0 S 7,387 
10 5 1,000 55 0 s 1,405 Z 1,405 
11 $ 1,4QO 225 $ 875 S 3,200 $ 7,175 
13 0 277 $ 900 S 2,045 8 4,858 
14 s 550 600 $ 2,770 S 800 S 10,228 
15 ' s 3,000 160 $ 1,693 0 8 5,621 
19 s 8,648 870 S 4,926 s 1,430 S 34,571 
20 S 3,200 200 s 6,400 S 3,167 S 13,193 
23" S 2,300 280 $ 2,480 $ 4,400 $ 19,428 
27 8 3,500 160 s 7,200 0 s 29,800 
28 $ 1,700 78 0 0 s 1,712 
29 $ 4,153 240 $ 890 s 2,310 % 25,789 
30 $ l4l 80 ' 0 if 415 3 415 
35 $ 4,000 310 $ 6,744 $ 8,564 G 20,213 
40 $ 2,000 240 t 2,531 S 9,343 # 15,221 
41 $ 1,500 160 0 s 5,500 s 5,500 
42 0 160 0 s 2,400 S 4,508 
Total $47,430 4,358 $50,580 851,000 $228,666 
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Table 21. Livestock farms. Net farm income, total acre, hog sales, crop 
sales and total farm sales of sample livestock farms in Iowa, 1961. 
Farm Net Total Hos Crop, Total 
ilO. farm 
income 
acre sales sales farm 
sales 
2 $ 500 80 $ 4,492 0 " $ 5,156 
k S 3j9oo 160 $ 6,550 0 0 
7 $ 2,150 139 8 3,988 $ 217 S 7,213 
8 S 4,200 200 S 900 S 2,739 t $ 5,414 
9 $ 1,438 120 # 1,129 0 $ 7,387 
11 $ l,4oo 225 S 875 $ 3,200 $ 7,175 
12 $ 1,000 
. 5 S 950 S 500 3 1,558 
17 $ 340 35 0 0 $ 717 
18 0 48 0 0 S 1,762 
19 $8,648 370 G 4,926 1,430  ^34,571 
20 S 3,200 200 $ 6,400 g 3,167 $ 13,193 
21 s 8,000 325 $ 19,000 S 1,200 8 80,987 
22 $ 3,000 530 S 5,360 i> 9,080 $ 33,400 
23 . S 2,300 280 $ 2,480 S 4,400 S 19,428 
27 S 3,500 150 S 7,200 0 S 29,800 
29 1? 4,153 240 S 890 $ 2,310 $ 25,789 
31 0 120 8 5,150 0 S 15,010 
32 S 1,800 200 0 0 8 17,080 
33 $ 1,400 150 S 3,897 S 800 S 10,783 
36 S 317 280 S 14,878 # 3,394 S 18,829 
37 $ 2,300 80 0 s 2,600 $ 7.100 
38 3 6,000 280 G 6,600 810,505 S 20,819 
39 S 3,000 293 $ 6,424 S 4,929 $ 16,795 
43 # 151 2 $ 2,094 0 $ 6,022 
46 $ 5,500 I6O- 8 9,500 $ 489 15,747 
50 , . $ 1,500 51 % 972 S 600 S 1,627 
Total 870,797 4,733 $114,655 550,933 #403,362 
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Table 22. 100-219 acre faritis. Net farm income, total acre, hog sales, crop 
sales and total farm sales of sample farm size 100-219 acre farms, 
Iowa, 1961, 
Farn Net Total Hog Crop Total 
i!o. farm acre sales sales fsjrm 
income sales 
'1 iri09 199 8 1,800 $ 2,198 S 9,873 
4 S 5,000 160 @ 6,550 0 3 7,790 
5 0 160 0 S 2,932 S 2,932 
6 8 3,500 133 S 400 0 $ 2,456 
7 @ 2,150 139 s 3,988 $ 217 $ 7,213 
8 $ 4,200 200 s 900 S 2,739 S 5,414 
9 S 1,438 120 $ 1,129 0 $ 7,387 
15 S 3,000 ' 160 S 1,693 0 S 5,621 
16 S 400 190 # 1 ' 0 , S 5,952 
20 $ 3,200 200 s 6,400 s 3,167 $ 13,193 
25 I 4,760 204 # 1,256 1î 6,862 s 12,881 
26 g 3,500 140 $ 2,000 $ 1,660 $ 5,500 
27 g 3,500 160 $ 7,200 0 A 29,800 
31 0 120 $ 5,150 0 s 15,010 
32 $ 1,800 200 0 0 $ 17,080 
33 s 1,400 150 8 3,897 $ 800 s 10,783 
34 $ 750 209 0 $ 1,491 ^ 3,557 
4l 1,500 160 0 S 5,500 f 5,500 
42 0 160 0 $ 2,400 S 4,508 
44 $ -4oo 120 $' 578 s 890 S 3,562 
46 $ 5,500 ' 160 3 9,500 489 $ 15,747 
48 $ 2,005 200 S 4,776 
@49,943 
S 6,358 g 12,111 
Total $44,812 3,644 337,703 $203,920 
Table 23» Population values of K, X, X, X^ , 11^  ,n' 
All Tenant • Livestock 100-219 
farms operated farms s.cre farms 
































































''Table 24. Corrected sum of cross products x.) and (£c.. :c.) and 
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LOO-219 v(w. ) 
3* 
v(5.  )  
3 * 
cotcw. ,c. ) 
3. 3. 
29,234.92 .0086 10.24 
v(x^ ) covCS. ,S.) 


















Table 25 (Continued.) 


















268,586.00 12,055.27 ' -9.9500 
291,552.00 -6,914.48 -5.7500 
2,529,412.00 -77,572.56 -58.2500 
-296.40 1,547.55 -.8200 
-92,056.00 -24,807.56 -28.0400 
151,420.00 -50,774.18 -17.4700 
492,451.00 -129,645.19 -85.8000 
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Table 26, Selected characteristics of sample fsjrmers identified of adequate 
economic sts.tus using Snyder criterion, Iov:a, 196l« 
Net Total 
Farm farm Total Hog Crop farm 
niimber income acre sales sales sales 




 S 2,198 & 9,873 
3 - 800 43 0 s 550 s 350 
5 0 160 0 8 2,932 - s 2,932 
7 s 2,150 139 8 3,988 $ 217 s 7,213 
10 $ 1,000 55 0 S 1,405 $ 1,405 
12 s 1,000 5 S 950 $ 500 S 1,558 
17 340 35 0 0 S 1,762 
l3 ' 0 48 0 0 S 1,762 
IS s 8,648 370 S 4,926 & 1,430 $34,571 
20 $ 3,200 200 $ 6,400 S 3,167 $13,193 
27 $ 3,500 160 S 7,200 0 $29,800 
28 S 1,700 78 . 0 0 S 1,712 
30 $ l4l 80 0 # 415 $ 415 
31 0 120 a 5,150 0 $15,000 
34 S 750 209 0 g 1,491 S 3,557 
36 S 317 280 515,435 s 3,394 $18,829 
43  ^ 151 2 S 2,094 0 S 6,022 
47 @ 3,000 530 & 6,535 Sl8,924 $31,994 
49 a 332 64 S 617 0 a 2,136 
Total 326,538 2,777 $55,095 $36,423 $183,039 
Hon Age Yrs. 10 yrs. Below 
Farm farm of of and 16 No, rio. 
number income head ed'n. over years male female 
1 S 2,665 32 12 2 • 3 2 . 3 
3 $ 6,400 51 12 4 0 2 2 
5 g 5,000 63 8 2 0 2 0 
7 s 5,898 48 8 6 5 6 5 
10 S 4,251 25 13 2 2 3 1 
12 s 4,219 ' 31 9 2 5 5 2 
17 s 167 66 8 2 0 1 1 
18 $ 2,217 68 5 2 0 1 1 
19 s 188 65 11 2 0 1 1 
20 $ 1)040 26 . 12 2 1 2 1 
27 $ 600 41 10 2 2 3 1 
28 8 1,300 27 10 3 1 1 3 
30 S 6,103 63 • 12 5 0 3 2 
31 S 5,320 70 3 4 1 3 2 
34 S .60 66 8 3 0 2 1 
36 3 2,369 39 12 2 4 • 3 3 
43 S 1,700 70 8 2 0 • 1 1 
47 $ 0 54 11 5 1 2 4 
49 $ 5,256 38 • 7 2 7 6 
Total 354,753 179 55 32 
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Table 26 (Continued) 
Personal 
Farm , care Recreation • Education Koney 
number expenditure expenditure expenditute borrowed 
1 S 216 5 124 $ 43 $31,000 
5 S 93 Ù L4L $ 15 $ 120 
5 5 60 $ 70 * 12 0 
7 3 97 # 163 » 91 $ 2,300 
10 $ 83 S 200 27 0 
12' S 63 $ 49 $ 42 0 
17 $ 32 $ 13 $ 12 0 
18 $ 29 S 10 # 13 0 
19 S 190 $ 9 S 37 0 
20 $ 80 z 38 ' 1 38 S? 1,230 
27 $ 99 S 119 S 39 $ 6,000 
28 $ 31 S 6 S 31 $ 9,000 
30 $ 139 $ 137 $ 63 '3 1,000 
31 $ 89 . # 71 S 390 3,000 
34  ^ 17 S 22 29 $ 630 
56, S 143 S 214 S 136 S 8,237 
k3 8 106 $ 10 S 18 $ 3,000 
47 $ 323 164 ^?1 ,133 0 
49 S 32 S 137 66 S 3,763 
Total 31,972 $] .,699 32,239 373,342 
Value of food Lunch 
Farm Food pr oduced out 
number TDur chased consumed exToenditurs 
1 S 714 $ 471 • S 134 
3 1,819 0 S 630 
3 $ ' 300 'à 70 S 200 
7 S 1,662 $ 309 S 30 
10 $ 730. S 4O $ 100 
12 S 4L6 S 329 236 
17 S 1,262 $ 3 $ 182 
18 $ 738 # 108 0 
19 S 780 $ 33 ' $ L4O 
20 $, 624 $ 313 $ 40 
27 S 1,022 1 246 S 138 
28 $ 483 S 71 $ 10 
30 S 1,360 # 83 S 133 
31 6 1,788 S 217 $ 90 
34 S 624 $  ^ 46 S 10 
36 $ 1,508 $ 334 $ 36 
43 $ 46O 3 223 $ 20 
47 S 800 $ 490 $ 300 
49 $ 1,000 S 812 0 
Total 818,312 $4,428 52,309 
l6% 
Table 26 (Continued) 
Total house­ Household Household • Horse 
hold opera­ operation operation CD 1 s 
tion expen- expenditure en.d food and 
diture exclude purchased furnishings 
include farm farm expenditure 
share share 
1 1 712 $ 318 1,428 S 179 
3 s) 436 $ 436 $ 2,233 - g 402 
5 $ 302 $ 302 $ 802 $ 30 
7 $ 663 $ 433 $ 2,327 S 271 
10 $ • 232 $ 232 $ 982 S 231 
12 $ 370 $ 246 S 786 S 370 
17 $ 312 $ 312 3 1,374 $ 37 
IS s 369 $ 369 S 1,107 $ 173 
19 $ "391 $ 413 % 1,371 31,013 
20 § ^-83 S 347 S 1,109 S 337 
27 $ 380 $ 407 $ 1,602 S 488 
28 $ 314 $ 314 3 799 S 200 
30 S 313 : 426 2,073 137 
31 3 734 734 2,342 S 323 
34 $ 321 $ 228 # 943 $ 363 
36 3 907 779 . $ 2,413 $ 439 
43 S 234 199 S 694 3 379 
47 31,012 $ 461 $ 1,812 S 313 
49, $ 339 « 314 $ 1,339 S 61 
•Total 39,470 37 ,494 $27,984 33,794 
Table 27. Selected characteristics of sample farmers identified as of low 
economic status using Snyder criterion, Iowa I96I, 
Net Total 
Farm farm Total Hog •Crop farm 
number income acre sales sales sales 
2 3 300 80 $ 4,492 0 S 5,156 
K $ 3,000 160, $ 6,550 0 s 7,790 
0. S 3,300 133 $ 400 0 i 2,456 
8 $ 4,200 200 S 900 S 2,739 $ 5,414 
9 $ 1,438 120 $ 1,129 0 S 7,387 
11 $ 1,400 223 s 873 S 3,200 3 7,175 
13 0 277 s 900 S 2,043 S 4,838 
14 s 330 600 s 2,770 3 800 S 10,228 
15 $ 3,000 160 $ 1,693 0 S 3,621 
16 s 400 190 0 0 S 5,952 
21 S 8,000 325 $ 19,000 $ 1,200 5 80,987 
22 $ 3,000 530 $ 5,360 S 9,080 S 33,400 . 
23 $ 2,300 280 $ 2,480 $ 4,400 S 19,428 
24 $ 1,730 228 $ 2,454 S 6,028 S 15,760 
25 S 4,760 204 1,256 $ 6,862 $ 12,881 
26 S 3,300 140 • # 2,000 S 1,660 s 5,550 
29 $ 4,153 240 $ 890 S 2,310 s 25,789 
32 s 1,800 200 0 0 3 17,080 
33 1 1,400 130 $ 3,897 $ 800 S 10,783 
35 $ 4,000 310 $ 6,744 $ 8,364 3 20,213 
37 S 2,300 80 0 3 2,600 3 7,100 
38 3 6,000 280 $ 6,600 910,505 3 20,819 
39 8 3,000 293 $ 6,424 8 4,292 S 16,795 
40 $ 2,000 240 s 2,531 S 9,343 15,221 • 
4l T 1,500 .. 160 0 9 5,500 3 5,500 
42 0 • 160 0 $ 2,400 3 4,508 
44 S -4oo 120 $ 578 0 o
\ CO 
3 3,562 
43 $ 1,325 330 $ 4,972 0 3 10,332 
46 $ 5,500 160 $ 9,500 $ 489 3 15,747 
48 $ 2,005 200 $ 4,776 $ 6,358 3 12,111 
50 S 1,300 . % • s 972 3 600 3 1,627 
Total $79,381 8100,143 $92,665 3417,450 
1$S 
Table ZI (Continued) 
ïîon Age Yrs. 16 jrs. Belov; 
Farm farm of of and 16 No. No 
number income head ed'n over :/rs. male femal 
2 % 1,501 56 12 5 4 2 5 
4 3 4,575 56 15 2 0 1 1 
6 S 225 59 8 5 0 1 2 
8 3 785 27 , 12 2 5 5 2 
9 $ 2,515 49 12 5 3 1 
11 ^ 1,080 55 2 1 2 1 
15 S 416 60 8 2 0 1 1 
14 0 54 8 2 5 . 2 5 
15 ^ 1,054 42 12 2 2 2 2 
16 $ 258 57 10 5 1 2 2 
21 $ 200 55 12 1 0 1 0 
22 3 5,280 47 , l4 4 5 4 , 3 
25 0 42 12 2 4 5 1 
24 S 182 59 8 2 1 2 1 
25 S 757 65 9 • 2 0 1 1 
26 $ 5,790 55 8 2 1 2 . 1 
29 $ 572 49 10 II 1 2 5 
52 0 50 12 2 1 2 1 
55 $ 214 60 8 2 0 1 1 
55 S 170 45 8 2 2 5 . 1 
57 $ 4,562 55 • 8 2 0 1 ' 1 
58 $ 420 65 8 5 5 5 5 
59 $-7,124 85 12 5 ' 0 • 2 5 
40 $ 175 4o . 12 2 5 2 
41 # 780 61 9 1 0 1 0 
42 $ 1,760 54 12 • 2 6 4 ' 4 
44 $ 1,300 49 11 5 0 2 1 
45 15 245 54 9 2 5 ' 5 2 
46 $ 1,005 49 4 5 5 5 , 5 
48 3-5,006 55 11 2 2 2 2 
50 S 2,658 ,50 8 2 0 1 1 
Total 324,407 1,495 512 , 52 TE "3? 
I 
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Table 27 (Continued) 
Personal Kecreation Education Money 
cai-e expenditure expenditure borrowed 
expenditure 
2 $ 45 . S 45 $ 55 0 
4 $ 95 S 205 $ 129 500' 
6 , 3 •36 s 22 S 15 .S 100 
8 • $ 50 s 112 • $ 50 $ • 14,000 
9 $ 155 $ 56 $ 21 0 ' 
11 $ 210 z 140 $ 57 $ 10,900 
13 S 19 $ 22 • $ 5 $ 800 
14 $ 82 $ 92 $ 59 5 2,5G0 
15 • $ 60 s 15 •$  6 0 
l6 S 10 s 7 $ 15 $ '800 
21 s 25 $ 96 24 $ 50,000 
22 . # 155 222 # 96 $ 10,000 
25 $ 105 s 75 $ 20 S 5,000 
24 s 85 $ 46 0 70 S 22,0CC 
25 @ .54 s 505 S 57 0 
26 3 65 s 82 $ 12 0 
29 $ 115 $ 74 ' s 55 $ 5,000 
52 S 115 * 68 57 $ 5,000 
3:> $ 51 $ 16 $ 25 0 
55 $ 120 g 159 s 75 : 1,600 
57 $ 55 s 208 $ 24 1 5,500 
58 : $ 115 $ 4o $ 121. 0 
59 $ 90 $ . 24 s 59 $ 1,500 
40 s 98 s 102 s 77 s 500 
4l $ 70 • $ 104 51 0 
42 $ 52 s 11 $ 60 • $ 5,200 
44 $ 65 $ 15 $ 56 $ 500 
45 1 52 $ 50 $ 40 $ 200 
46 75 $ 71 $ 75 0 
48 s 104 , ^ 64 $ 57 s 2,500 . 
50 $ 64 ' $ 19 s 6 $ 100 
Total 82,586 32,561 $1,401 $ 119,600 
173. 
Table 27 (Continued) 
Value of food Lunch 
Farm Food produced out 
nuaber •purciiased consumed expenditu 
2 S 822 403 3 108 
k S 1,209 S 64 384 
5 s 712 3 296 0 
8 s 780 $ 890 $ 30 
9 % 910 $ 332 •5 133 
11 % 864 S 433 S 73 
13 S 481 $ 623 0 
14 . S 332 3 834 $ 64 
15. S 632 Z 319 $ 120 
16 S 472 $ 632 97 
21 $ 310 t 134 S 130 
22 S 624 842 $ 360 
23 $. l!,040 $ 440 • $ 100 
24 $ 963 $ 233 $ 64 
23 $ 938 $ 202 s 80 
26 s 609 $ 333 $ 30 
29 S 1,663 $ 260 s 177 
32 - $ 780 $ 33G s 60 
33 S 700 S 146 $ 3 
33 $ 1,800 $ 264 $ 100 
37 $ 400 S 200 # 40 
38 $ 2,103 1 633 s 170 
39 » 733 , 481 $ 13 
40 $ i,o4o ' $ 389 $ 180 
41 730 0 $ 630 
42 . 3 440 $ 139 s 23 
44 $ 493 $ 80 1 70 
43 S 399 $ 6l4 $ 30 
46 $ 2,600 $ 8l4 1 239 
43 S 1,237 $ 90 $ 180 
30 S 763 $ 4o s 30 
Total $28,203 SU ,798 33,768 
176 
Table 27 (Continued) 
Total house­ Eousehold Household Home 
Farm hold opera- , operation operation equipment 
number tion expen­ expenditure and food and 
diture inc. exclude , purchased furnishings 
farm share farm share expenditure 
2 $ 745 $ 510 S 867 S 5 
4 $ 627 S 519 S 1,836 g 69 
6 $ 288 $ 172 $ 1,000 $ 30 
8 $ 771 S •621 Z 1,651 S 93 
9 $ 6l4 S • 462 $ 1,524 3 18 
11 $ 68o ii . 500 $ 1,544 $ 33 
13 $ 184 $ 160 ' S 663 $ 67 
14 $ 532 $ 252 8 1,064 $ 2 
15 $ 461 $ 363 S 1,113 8 12 
l6 $ 308 $ 281 S 780 S 10 
21 $ 518 $ 331 8 1,028 3 5 
22 S 425 $ 295 S 1,049 1) 62 
23 # 436 $ 371 S 1,469 S 200 
24 $ 556 S 403 1,519 S 55 
25 ' s 542 $ 430 $ 1,480 S 242 
26 362 s 215 S 971 s 8 
29 $ 625 $ 468 S 2,390 S 30 
32 $ 350 . s 206 S 1,130 Z 5 
33 s 438 s 347 s 1,158 $ 43 
35 $ 764 s 562 s 2,564 S 389 
37 527 $ 371 3 927 8 191 
38 s. 585 s 475 S 755 S 30 
39 s 569 # 442 S 1,304 $ 24 
4o 622 s 448 S 1,662 5 34 
41 231 • $ 231 S 961 3 20 
42 $ 242 $ 215 @ 612 8 14 
44 s 271 $ 207 $ 764 $ 6 
45 , ' $ 467 $ 192 S 1,066 $ 20 
46 $ 251 4 95 $ 2,831 S 31 
48 $ 494 g 360 $ 1,731 5 180 
50 . $ 218 $ 218 3 981 0 
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Table 28 (Continued) 
I'arn 
Personal 
care Recreation Education Money 
.number expenditure expenditure • expenditure borrowed 
1 S 216 $ 124 S ' 45 $51,000 
2 45 $ 45 • S 55 0 
3 • # 55 S . 141 $ 15 S . 120 
7 • $ 97 165 91 $ 2,500 
9 $ 155 , 56 $ 21 0 
11 $ 210 s 140 1? 57 $10,900. 
14 $ 82 $ 92 
• ^ 
59 $ 2,300 
l6 • s 10 s 7 $ 15 $ 800 
17 52 .s 15 $ 12 0 
l8 $ 29 s 10 $ 13 0 
51 • s 39 $ 71 t> 590 $ 5,000 
3h s 17 % 22 $ 29 $ 650 
36 s 145 G 214 $ 156 $ 8,257 
42 i 52 # 11 $ 60 $ 5,200 
45 $ 106 $ 10 $ 18 S 5,000 
44 65 $ 15 $ 56 • $ 500 
49 52 $ 157 9a 66 $ 5,765 
Total Si ,495 $1,271 31,076 375,792 
Yalue cf food Limch 
Farm Pocd pr •oduced 0 ut 
number purchased consunied ezpe nditi 
1 $ 714 471 % 154 
2 . & 822 $  405 108 
5 1,819 0 $ 650 
7 S 1,662 1 509 # 50 
9 • $ 910 $ 552 $ 155 
11 s 864 $ 455 75 
l4 $ 552 $ 854 $ 64 
16 $ 472 tf 652 3 97 
17 • s 1,262 $  5 * 182 
18 % 758 $  108 0 
51 1 $ 1,788 $ 217 S 90 
34 "  ' $  624 $ 46 S 10 
56 » 1,508 S 554 f 56 
42 # 440 159 25 
45 460 s 225. * 20 
44 $ 495 . •s 80 G 70 
49 î 1,000 s 812 0 
Total $16,108 $5,822 $1,766 
. 175 
Table 28 (Continued) 
Total house­ Household Household Home 
F-sirm hold opera­ operation operation _ equipment 
nuE'cer tion expend­ expenditure and food and 
iture inc. exclude •purchased furnishings 
f s h a r e  farm share expenditure 
I 
1 $ 712 S 318 S 1,428 $ 179 
2 745 510 . $ 867 * 3 
3 $ 436 y 436 § 2,233 S 402 
7 s 665 $ 433 S 2,327 $ 271 
9 $ 6l4 $ 462 $ 1,324 $ 18 
11 s 680 $ 300 s 1,344 • S 33 
Ik ' $ 532 S 232 1,064 S 2 
lb' $ 308 $ 281 $ 780 3 10 
17 S 312 s 312 $ 1,374 $ 37 
18 $ 369 s 369 $ 1,107 S 173 
31 S 754 s 734 ' s 2,342 $ 323 
3h $ 321 s 228 $ 943 S 363 
36 $ 907 s 779 $ 2,413 $ 439 
42 $ 242 $ 213 $ 682 # 14 
43 i> 234 s 199 $ 694 g. 379 
44 $ 271 207 $ 764 ^ 6 
49 S 359 314 s 1,339 S Gl 
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Table 29 (Continued) 
Value of food Lunch 
Farm Food produced out 
number purchased consumed expenditure 
i-
k $ 1,209 4 64 $ 384 
3 z 500 70 S 200 
o z 712 S 296 0 
0 g 780 f? 890 $ 50 
10 $ 750 $ 40 
• ! 
100 
12 s 4l6 $ 329 V 256 
13 s 48l S 623 .0 
15 652 319. '» 120 
19 780 t 55 l4o 
20 s 624 s? 315 $ _ 40 
21 $ 510 S 154 150 
22 s 624 
! 
842 $ 360 
23 • $ 1,040 440 $ 100 
24 % 963 s 253 $ 64 
23 938 $ 202 $ 30 
26 3 609 •5 333 s 30 
27 S 1,022 $ 246 $ 138 
28 # 485 $ 71 s 10 
29 • 1,665 t? 260 3 177 
50 S 1,560 ^ • 85 3 133 
32 » 780 s 336 $ 60 
33 s 700 s 146 $ 5 
33 $ 1,800 $ 264 % 100 
37 $ 400 s 200 $ 40 
38 # 2,105 1 653 s 170 
39 $ 735 481 $ 15 
4o $ 1,040 %- 389 $ 180 
41 # 730 0 S' 630 
43 599 $ 6l4 $ 30 
46 s 2,600 $ 8l4 $ 239 
47 0 800 490 $ 300 
48 $ 1.237 $ 90 - s 180 
50 $ '763 $ 40 s 30 
Total ;;3o,6o9 $10,404 $4,511 
18D .. 
Table 29 (Continued) 
Total house­ • Household Household Home 
hold opera­ operation oiosration eauirmcnt 
Farm tion expend­ e:cpenditure and food and 
number iture inc. exclude purchased f urni" ohings 
farm share farm share exioenditure 
/ 
4 # 527 $ 319 S 1,836 ' S 69 
5 S 302 # 302 . 802 . 1 30 
6 $ 288 S 172 $ 1,000 0 30 
S $ 771 S 621 1,651 % 95 
10 # 232 . S 232 $ 982 231 
12 V 370 246 ^ 786 $ 370 
13 % 184 % 160 - s 663 67 
15 461 § 363 s 1,113 • ^ 12 
19 $ 391 s 415 s 1,371 Si-,013 
20 » 483 $ 347 $ 1,109 $ 337 
21 $ 518 $ 331 $ 1,028 5 
22 G 425 s 293 1,049 s 62 
23 $ 436 'ù 371 $ 1,496 s 200 
24 S 336 $ 403 s 1,319 $ 55 
25 S 342 . $ 430 3 1,480 5} 242 
26 s 362 s 213 971 s 8 
27 380 s 407 s 1,602 s 448 
28 314 314 s 799 $ 200 
29 $ 623 $ 468 $ 2,390-. - 30 
30 î 515 $ 426 S 2,073 @ 157 
32 s 330 î 206 S 1,130 $ 5 
33 s 438 $ 347 S 1,138 s? 43 
35 $ 764 s 362 S 2,364 389 
37 s 527 371 $ 927 3 191 
385 s 473 S 735 30 
39 $ 369 Î; 442 S 1,304 S 24 
4o 622 s 448 S 1,662 $ 34 
4i % 231 ' 231 S 961 S 20 
45 467 "192 . $ 1,066 20 
46 251 s 93 S 2,831 $ 31 
47 3:1,012 461 g 1,812 $ 313 
48 $ 494 $ 360 g 1,731 - $ 180 
50 $ 218 s 218 S 981 0 
Total 313,732 311,443 $44,026 $3,003 
iSl 
Dable 30. Selected characteristics of sangle farmers identified as of 
adeqiiate economic status using a second modified criterion, 
' loT/a, 1961. 
Net Total 
rarni farm Total Hog Crop farm 
number income acre sales sEÙLes . sales 
1 1,109 199 $ 1,800 $ 2,198 $ 9,873 
2 $ 500 80 S 4,492 0 1 5,l>5 
4 3,000 160 $ 5,330 0 $ 7,790 
6 3,300 133 % 400 G $ 2,436 
7 • s 2,130 139 S 3,988 217 $ 7,213 
8 ïv 4,200 200 3 900 '5 2,739 # 3,4l4 
9 y 1,438. 120 3 1,129 0 $ 7,387 
11 1,400 223 $ 873 S 3,200-' : S 7,173 
13. . 0 277 3 900 $ 2,043 g 4,838 
l4 s 330 600 1 2,770 g 800 $ 10,228 
15 9 3,000 160 $ 1,693 0 $ 3,621 
16 • S 400 Ï90 G G $ 3,932 
17 $ 340 33 0 0 $ 717 
18 0 48 0 G $ 1,762 
31 G 120 $ 3,130 G S 13,010 
42 0 iSo G $ 2,400 1 4,308 
43 151 2 $ 2,094 0 s 6,022 
44 s -400 120 $ 378 S 890 $ 3,362 
45 s 1,323 330 $ 4,972 0 $ 10,332 
49 $ :532 64 $ 617 0 $ 2.136 
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Table 30 (Continued) 
Personal 
Farm care Recreation Education Money 
number. e:-:peiiditure exToenditure expenditure borrowed 
1 $ 216 S 124 S 43 S3i,ooo 
_2. 0 45 l> 45 $ 45 0 
4 $ 95 S 205 z 129 C' 500 
6 S 56 S 22 •if . 13 100 , 
7 S 97 s 163 s 91 $ 2,500 
8 $ 30 $ 112 $ 30 Sl4,0C0 
9 133 * 56 $ 21 0 
11 ? 210 s l40 37 310,900 
13 s 19 s 22 3 5 s 800 
14 82 92 • S 59 ^ 2,300 
15 60 15 •il' 6 0 
16 10 7 ! 15 s 800 17 $ 52 15 V 12 0 
13 29 10 15 0 
51 $ 89 3 71 ! 390 $ 5,000 42 52 s 11 60 $ 5,200 
43 $ 105 $ 10 s 18 s 3,000 
44 # 63 15 35 $ 300 
45 $ 52 $ 50 40 $ 200 
49 $ 52 • $ 137 $ 66 5,765 
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Table 30 (Continued) 
Total house- Household Household Home 
. hold opera­ operation operation equipment 
Farm tion e:q)end- expenditure and food . and 
number ivure inc. exclude -ourchased furnishings 
farm share f-rrm share expenditure 
1 1 712 # 518 4? 1,428 S 179 
2 $ 745 S 510 '> 8ë7 S 5 
4 $ 627 $ 519 S 1,836 , 3 69 
• 6 S 283 172 • : 1,000 ;+ v 30 
7 s 663 $ ' 455 . s 2,327 $ 271 
S $ 771 621 $ 1,651 $ 95 
9 3 6l4 S 462 1,524 -ii' 18 
11 680 500 $•  1,544 ' 33 
13 i l84 s 160 S 665 S 67 
Ik $ 532 G 252 S 1,064 2 
15 3 46l $ 363 s 1,113 s 12 
16 s 308 If" 281 s 780 s 10 
17 s 312 $ 312 s 1,574' $ 57 
18 
. $ 369 $ 369 $ 1,107 s 175 
31 f 754 % 754 s 2,542 $ 325 42 w 242 $ 215 s 682 s l4 
43 V 234 $ 199 S' 694 s 379 
44 s 271 207 s 764 s 6 
45 467 $ 192 s 1,066 3 20 
49 s ^^9 S 314 $ 1J5? 
^5,587 
$ 61 
Total S9,595 $7,335 G1 ,SpS 
19$ 
Table 51. Selected characteristics of sample farmers identified as of lov; 
economic status using a second modified criterion, lov/a, I96I. 
Ket Total 
Fara farm Total Hog Crop fara 
niLnber income acre sales ssJLes sales 
3 $ -800 43 0 $ 330 S 330 
5 0 160 0 2,932 3 2 932 
10 S 1,000 . 33 0 5? 1,403 S 1 403 
12 S 1,000 3 S 930 3 300 5 1 333 
19 S 8,648 370 4,926 $ 1,430 S 34 371 
20 S 3,200 200 6,^ KX) 5 3,167 $ 13 193 
21  ^ 8,000 323 S 19,000 # 1,200 g-iV So 987 
22 S 3,000 330 5 3,360 S 9,080 $ 33 400 
23 5 2,300 280 » 2,480 S 4,400 $ 19 428 
24 $ 1,730 228 S 2,454 S 6,028 S 15 760 
25 ' ^ 4,760 204 S 1,236 6,862 # 12 881 
26 $ 3,300 l40 $ 2,000 $ lj66o $ 3 330 
27 s 3,300 160 ' ' $ 7,200 0 8 29 800 
28 $ 1,700 78 0 0 S 1 712 
29 $  4 ,133 240 s> 890 s 2,310 S 23 789 
30 s l4l 80 • 0 $ 413 $ 413 
32 S 1,800 200 0 0 , S 17 030 
33 S 1,400 130 3,897 800 s 10 783 
34 S 730 209 0 1,491 $ 3 337 
33 $ 4,000 310 s  6,744 $ 8,364 20 213 
35 S  317 280 s  13,433 S  3,394 s  18 829 
37 $ 2,300 80 0 • $ 2,600 ? 100 
38 S  6,000 280 $ 6,600 s  10,303 20 819 
39 S 3,000 293 $ 6,424 s  4,292 $ 16 793 
4o $ 2,000 240 2,331 $ 9,343 % 13 221 
4l S 1,300 160 0 s  3,300 3 300 
46 ' $ 3,300 160 $ 9,300 $ 489 15 747 
47 S  3,000 330 s  6,333 $ 18,924 $ 31 994 
48 S  2,003 200 4,776 $ 6,338 S  12 111 
50 3  1,300 % 972 $ 600 S  1 627 
Total $80,924 6,241 3116,330 3114,399 ^477 10? 
187 
Table 31 (Continued) 
Non Age . Yrs. 16 yrs. Belov; 
.Farm fajrni of of and 16 No. Ni 
nurfoer income head ed'n over years male fem; 
3 $ 6,400 51 • 12 L 0 2 2 
5 5,000 63 S 2 0 2 0 
10 4,251 25 15 2 2 • 3 1 
12 s 4,219 . 31 9 2 3 5 2 
19 $ 188 , 6:? 11 - 2 0 1 1 
20 $ 1,040 26 12 2 2 2 1 
21 # 200 35 12 1 0 1 0 
22 3,280 47 Ih 4 3 k 3 
23 0 42 12 2 4 5 1 
24 G 182 59 8 2 1 2 1 
23 737 "^3 . 9 2 0 1 1 
26 3,790 55 8 2 1 2 2 
27 $ 600. 4l 10 2 2 3 1 
28 3 1,300 27 10 v 1 1 3 
29 S 372 49 10 4 1 2 3 
30 S 6,103 6;) 12 5 0 "3 2 
32 0 50 1 ? 2 1 2 1 
^3 v 214 60 . S 2 0 1 •7 
34 f- 60 66 8 3 0 2 1 
33 s 170 45 8 2 2 3 1 
36' $ 2,369 - 39 12 2 4 3 3 
37 $ 4,562 55 8 2 0 1 1 
38 ' s 420 65 8 3 3 ' 3 • 3 
39 $--7,124 S3 12 5 0 2 3 
40' s 175 4o 12 2 5 2 5 
4l s 780 61 9 1 0 1 0 
hS % 1,005 49 4 3 5 5 3 
47 0 54 11 5 1 2 4 
48 ".f" .3,006 35 11 2 2 2 2 
50 $ 2,638 50 S 2 0 1 1 
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